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On many occasions wefve been asked about
our political and editorial line. Wlten we say
we don’t have one, people are shocked, dis-
appointed or don’t believe us.

So we’ve taken this criticism to heart. Yes,
we can sit on the fence no longer! In the
struggles ahead sides must be taken - for the
side of freedom against the forces of reaction.
Due to popular demand, here is the line. A
line everyone in the collective is whole-heart-
edly and unequivicably clear aboutfwe hate
flared trousers.

ll

Wlten I walk into Miss Spendthrift and see
wall to wall sartorial refugees from my child-
hood do I get upset? Wlten I see the flared
frigliteners that neatly demarcated some of
the very worst experiences of my life, do I
start sweating and wobbling a bit? Do I have
to sit down and ask for a drink of water?
Wlten it comes. do I clutch the sales assistant
with :1 clammy hand and stan muttering
obliquely about jimnty Tarbuck, jaunting
belts. and men with barely restrained facial
hair? Nope. l’m smug. Well almost.

‘Wl1y?’ I hear you ask. ‘Tell us your secret
so that we don‘t come over all funny and go
marching up to people in the street and
asking why they want to look so stupid.‘ Well,
girls, I have a plan. Or not exactly a plan but
a theory. Basically-',n1y tlteoty is that flares are
the harbingers of the new feminist revolution.
They come swishing in advance of an a rtny of
be-clogged and en-platformed sisters who
will come marclting up to the patriarcliy and
put a cork-soled and very heavy boot into it's

ls there still e women's movement in
this country?
What’s happening for women? Where?
Why? I-low?
Find out in this month's issue.
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balls. ‘Youj they will cry. ‘have
made us look like idiots. And stuff
all this crap about fashion being
liberating choice and a lucky dip
of pleasure and sexuality.
Bollocks. We're tired of our feet
hurting, of not being able to get
from A to S very fast, of not being
able to run for a bus, or ntn away
from mad bastards. We’re sick of
it. So hand over world govern-
ment to us now, or were going to
take these and stick them up your
arses. And the flares look stupid
toof

Yes. sisters, I know cos I was
there the first time. And I've seen
the ‘photos. All those stroppy
women - in flares. So. p:.tt1'iarchy.
watch out. Put a woman in flares
and you put revolution in
motion. . .

ell, if you have tried to contact Bad
Attitude over the last month you
might well have been a bit pissed off

at ltcrw slow we‘ve been getting back to you.
Also. you might notice that we're a bit later
than usual with this issue. Here's why.

It seems a group of fascists have decided
to mount an offensive against some book-
shops. Freedom Bookshop in Whitecltapel
has been attacked twice in the last month -
most recently a serious arson attack, Index
Books in Brixton and Kilburn Bookshop have
also been attacked. 121 in Bnxton, where Bad
Attitude is based, has also had a couple of
arson attempts and threats. Consequently,
we've had to alter our routine a bit and every-
thing has been slowed down.

This is happening against a backdrop of
increasing racism. Right wing groups across
Europe have been capitalising on the effects
of the depression and gaining some support,
from those hit economically, for their dis-
gusting and stupid racist views. It’s no excep-

Radical dyke counselling project - wanna
set one up? S

So far, we are a group of five dykes who are
excited about being pan of setting up a rad-
ical counselling project for dyke survivors of
sexual and physical violence and those who
have in the past, or are now, experiencing
ongoing emotional abuse.

We're concerned that there should be a
lesbian counselling project in London that has
radical politics. For us, this would include
dykes working within the project having a
positive lesbian identity and choosing to put

I
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tion here in Britain.
There has been an increase in hate crimes

in general, against people of colour, lesbians.
gays and people in anarchist and left-wing
groups. Not all those perpetrating these
attacks belong to organised fascist groups;
There are enough freelance fascists around
from every from every part of society. But
there has been an increase in organised fascist
activity. 1

In South-East London, people are being
murdered whilst pathetic liberals wibble on
about ‘curtailing free speech’. When will they
realise that it is violence, it's backed up with
racist actions and it's backed by the state, and
it ‘cunails’ lives? _

Well, fuck the fasc' cs, we're staying, just
like everyone else in fills country they don’t
like. And we’ll protect ourselves and fight
back. However, if you have lots of money, we
could do with better security at 121.
. As for the post, well that’s a mixture of
getting burned, getting stolen and M15.

energy into other dykes.
We came together because of a shared

commitment to counselling around violence
against women as well as wanting there to be
a place for dykes to go which is specifically
dyke-focused.

We feel that as dyke survivors we should
be able to contact and get support from other
dykes who have an understanding of how our
experiences make us feel and the effect they
have on our lives.

So, as a start we’ve organised a meeting
for dykes to get together, talk about what we
want and to share ideas with each other. We
feel it would be great if dykes from all sec-
tions of the dyke community could be
involved - so we all create the sort of project
we all want!

@ ll]ill§B§|fi'
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l0& ll Communicating between two
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24 Ritual Abuse .
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 Jill and the women at
Trent Road, Susan, Format (lovely)
Photo Agency, Levoller Graphics, 121
Bookshop, Hit, Polly, Sania, Svenia,
Heidi, Asti, Savi. Laurence Jaugey-
Paget and all contributors and sub-
scribers.
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Qg_y_e_|;_p_h_o_t9_; Laurence Jaugey-
Paget

The scope of the project is very open,
were hoping it’ll start coming together from
this meeting. And ideas for funding and.-‘or
premises and resources (anytlting really...)
would be great.

"IiSo - bring all your ideas, dreams and hopes
along to an Open Meeting at the London
Women's Centre. Wesley House. London \Yr'C‘l
from ?.5t)-9p1n on \‘0’eds'?tl1]ulj.*"95.

Wheelchair accessible meeting room,
induction loop and sign language interpreter
will be there. For full access details, contact
Wesley House on (TF1 851 (1946. No cltildcare
provision.

Dykes practising or advocating S.~'M will
not be welcome.

If you‘d like a chat about any of this. ring
Michelle on 081 442 48'?5 (voice only).



n _]u-ne ‘)2 the National Assernbly in
Nicaragua passed a law putting gays at
risk of between one and three years in

prison for practising, promoting or adver-
tising living with someone of the same sex in
a ‘scandalous way‘.

There were strong protests from various
groups both nationally and internationally
against this law and calls for the President
Xfioletta Charnorro not to sanction the law but
to veto it. However, in July ’9.2 she signed it,
being the puppet that she is.

Currently, the law is ‘sleeping’ and cannot
yet be used as it is awaiting an appeal at the
Supreme Court of justice. Many groups, cen-
tres and collectives are active in trying to stop
the law. It is unconstitutional, violating
trventv articles of the Political Constitution
which contains fundamental rights and guar-

these forms of action ever work?
The recent SAVE THF FER-IINIST
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the—clock work-bv collective and volunteers
might seem worth ‘more than a mere £12,159.

The Feminist *Library had survived
through volunteers work witlrout ;1:':.y
funding since 1988 until Strt1‘Ii‘:'tt;2:'}-; J.eci=.ie=;
to raise the rent in October '.~?.t'~‘.-1 Tire rent.
:'ate- .t:".=..i -e:‘rrit;e cl1.;-.:'ges itati been .t.-1 per
year; Soutlrrvar'k wttnted to charge r£l3.139
for a building they lrad been given free.

The first stage in the campaign was get-
ting on tlte agenda and being able to talk to
St;iL1tlt'n';tt'k. This took most of the first year
of the canrpaign. The letters and phone calls
during this time resulted in one visit from
the council leader Sally Keeble. and some
discussion at \Vt;rrrren's Committee but no
real action.

The second stage of the campaign was
more direct interaction with the council.
\»’olunteers found out which people and com-
mittees were responsible for making the
decisions. Phoning the council daily meant
the Feminist Library learned when the meet-
ings would be held and could request depu-
rations and send briefing papers to the com-
mittee members. Other volunteers visited
councillors surgeries to make sure Southwark
Council knew residents views. The phone
calls and letters continued and volunteers
spoke more frequently to councillors and
Council officers.

The first action by Southwark was during
the last Women's Committee on 5 May (They
have now been forced to become part of an
Equal Opportunities Committee). 25.23‘) was
approved for a recurring revenue grant for
service charge and rates

The remaining action occured at the first
council meeting after the yearly AG5.=l. r£4,9t)(t

lsauat4 1- lunljul 1993

hen did you last go to a lobby or H d9. _ s s
demo and get what you were asking ‘nu ' |v|ng
for? Are you startingto wonder if Il'I front Of

antees for people and the family.
There is no shortage of lesbians and gay

men in Nicaragua, they are a strong force
and it is clear that the Catholic Church and
the UNO government don't like it. Though
gays werent too popular with the
Sandinistas either.

Xochiquetzal is the name of the lesbian
and gay group at the centre of ‘Campaign for
a Sexuality Free of Prejudice’. All cards, faxes
and telegrams to support the appeal against
the law can be sent to:- C

Recurso de Amparo, Corte Supreme de
Justicia, Plaza Espana, Frente al
Supermercado la Catonia, Managua,
Nicaragua

ln the next issue of Bad .»<lm‘mde we will be
bringing you a more in-depth report on
women in Nicaragua.

Riot rrrls

the White

during the
dyke march

in which
about

20,000
dykes
raged

through the
streets of

Washington
DC, USA.
April "93

photo: Dana
Schuerholzl
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was agreed on 25 May by the Strategic and
Corporate Services (Urgency) Committee.
They agreed to a rent transfer—Southwark
are the ones wanting the rent; they can pay
this rent to tlremselves. The overall effect is
that the rent transfer does not cost
Sotttltwark any money.

The Feminist Library is back where it
started. It still is housed in five crowded
rooms. It still continually looks for volun-
teers. It still needs a stable source of funding.
‘it/"hen will it get the .£-?0.(t(tO it needs to run a
full service?

Feminist Library Resource and
Information Centre, 5 Westnrinist Bridge
Road, London SE1 Telephone (F1 928
W89 Open: Tues 11-8pm, Sat 84 Sun 2-5pm.

he first riots since 1990 happened in
Belgrade on 1 June. People demon-
strated in front of the Parliament,

protesting against the removal of Yugoslav
President Cosic and against economic condi-
tions. But the trigger for the demonstration
was the fight in Parliament, when one of the
opposition MP’s was floored by a punch from
an MP of the Serbian Radical Party, which is
very supportive to Serbian President
Milosevic (i.e. very nationalistic, violent, total-
itarian, and most frightening - with a great
deal of power).

The number of policemen was enormous;
t-hey were heavily armed (armoured cars, tear
gas, rubber bullets, and baton charges) and
very brutal. The demonstrators stoned police
and smashed the windows in the parliament.
Unfortunately, the centre of Belgrade was
cleared up in a few hours by heavy force. 121
people were arrested and one POLICEMAN
dead. The leader of the opposition, Vuk
Draskovic was arrested, beaten up in the
police station and severely injured, and
indicted by a Belgrade court on charges of

I-

seeking to over'tl1r"ow the state. The charges
carry penalties of ro-15 years imprisonment.
Meanwhile, he remains in custody for 50 days.

The opposition in Serbia was depressed
enough after the elections in December 1992
when Milosevic won again. Now they are
frightened. I don’t particularly like Draskovic.
nor think that his politics is very different
from Milosevies; but he was the symbol of
the fight against the Serbian government. This
trial is going to be just another political trial.
already seen so many times in different totali-
tarian regimes. If all‘ this happened to the
leader of the opposition party, the safety ol
small anti-war actions is particularly under
threat. wot/ran IN BLACK and BELGRADE
ANTI-WAR CENTRE have most of their
actions on the streets, completely unpro-
tected; and as women they are specially vul-
nerable.

It’s been ten days since the riots, and
another has not happened yet. It must start
soon, and I am looking forward to it. Let's
overthrow the state! ' - .

Sanja

rrope‘s getting right bloody horrible at
the moment. Mass, murderous attack on
anyone un-german enough and passing

fascist-friendly immigration laws in Germany,
Britain bringing in more and more racist immi-
gration legislation, France planning ‘zero
immigration’ legislation of its very own. Yuk,
oh yuk. It's all pretty bad.

Yet despite the governments of european
countries mass collusion with the forces of
right extremism, people are mounting some
stiff opposition. In Germany, there was organ-

ised disruption and rioting as the legislation to
prohibit immigration was passed, with some
serious attempts at blocking the entry of MPs
into the Bundestag. Now, following the
attacks on Turkish people in Solingen, there is
mass civil disturbance and rioting there, with
more promised. Good.

In France, street protests against the new
legislation are planned for June 1-i-19. So it
you want to combine a little protest with -.1
continental break, this might be your ideal
opportunity.
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‘Centre for Disease Control (CDC) change the definition
now!’ Hundreds marched in pouring rain to tho CDO, in
Atlanta, Georgia, USA. Tho list oi opportunistic infec-
tions that define AIDS (according to the CDC) docs not
include illnesses specific to women who are I-IIV posi-
tive, limiting treatment available to women and tho allo-
cation oi research money. Demo 1990 - the definition
still hasn't been changed. t
photo: Dana Schuorholzllionnatllmpact Visuals
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The first shelter was made pos-
sible by a single large donation.
Today WAO has grown to run two
centres: a shelter and a childcare,

alaysian women, including the
All Womens Action Society
(AWAM), are lobbying for MPs

to pass a Bill on Donrestic Violence.
At present there is a lack of protec-
tive legislation in Malaysia for
abused women and their children.

AWAM was born out of the 1985
Malaysian Campaign Against
Violence Against Women and has
been involved, together with the
joint Action Group, in raising
awareness and spear-heading
reforms on rape and domestic vio-
lence. November l‘?th began the
‘Asia Pacific Week to Campaign
Against Violence Against Women’.

Malaysian women have also been
working on grassroots projects for
battered women. In 1982, the
Women’s Aid Organisation (WAO),
the first refuge of its kind, was set
up. It offered battered women and
their children “a decent alternative
and the opportunity of a new and
more fulfilling life".

which has childcare facilities for ex-
residents who have decided to
leave violent partners.

WAO’s fundamental belief is that
"no one deserves to be
battered...all human beings have
the right to self-determination and
should have control over the condi-
tions that shape our lives".

-WAO gets an annual grant from
the government, but depends
largely on public donations. Day to
day running of the centres depends
on staff and volunteers. One big
problem the refuge faces is harass-
ment from angry husbands.

WAO also hopes to see the enact-
ment of the Domestic Violence Act.

Info from: Waves (newsletter of
AWAM), vac Jtllfltl ssevtz, ~r:-301
Kelan Jaya, Malaysia.

any and Carrie Dann, the
Western Shoshone Indian
sisters in Nevada, have
been fighting the S. gov-

ernment for 20 years for their right
to ranch in their ancestral lands.
This land is claimed by the U.S.
government as their property
although they cannot provide any
legal document to prove their claim.
The US Supreme Court ruled in
1991 that the title had been trans-
ferred "in the latter part of the 19th
century". The Indian Claims
Commission (ICC), created by the
Congress in 19%, had ruled in 1962
that "the lands were taken at some
point in the past". In 1966 money
was placed in the US Treasury for
this land and although the
Shoshone Indians have not
accepted the money it was deemed

he evil Tory government.
manic in its plans to drive the
poor to the complete edge of a

liveable existence, are planning to
make squatting a criminal offence.
with fines of .£50(l(l or 6 months in
prison being talked about. At the
moment it looks like they might try
and rush this through, as part of the
Criminaljustice Bill, this summer.

Criminal Justice, ha, ha. What jus-
tice? Many people in squats would
be homeless if they hadn’t moved

i
British Turkish women’s
group is campaigning around
the murder of Esen Yilmaz, a

29 year old turkish woman found
brutally battered to death in her flat
in Stoke Newington.

Esen Yilmaz was brutalised by
her husband and his family
throughout her marriage, eventually
they threw her out, after which she
lived in a women’s refuge for eight
months. During this time she was
forced to make her daughter a ward
of court through fear that her
former husband would abduct the
child.

Esen Yilmaz remarried in Turkey
but her husband was unable to
enter Britain upon return as a result
of racist immigration laws. She
faced the further problem of being
refused access to her daughter.
Unable to take her out of the

by the court in 1991 as having been
legally paid.

The only fair legal document in
existence proves the land still
belonging to the Western Shoshone
Indians. The document is The
Treaty of Peace and Friendship of
Ruby Valley which was agreed on
in 1865 by the U.S. government and
the Western Shoshone Indians. ln it
the Indians agreed to stop fighting
the U.S. government and permit
roads, railways and mines to be
built in return for tools and live-
stock to enable the Indians to ranch
on their lands. According to this
treaty the lands still belong to the
Western Shoshone Indians and the
US government and courts have no
jurisdiction over the Indians.

The federal Bureau of Land
Management (BIA-'1) started

into some deserted, usually dilapi-
dated. propert"y. ls everyone poor
supposed to sleep or: the street-1
until a harsh frost wipes out T.l‘.t:'
deficit between inconring monies
and welfare payments? Phew! says
Mr Bastard, that’s the pension
problem sorted out. Of course not.
People will still squat because
people have to squat - it'll just be
ridiculously unpleasant.

If you consider that people
having to sleep on the streets is

country, Esen had been forced to
leave her with her former husband.

Esen was victimised by her com-
munity for having dared speak out
about the violence she had faced
and for asserting her independence.
In the last six months of her life, she
as subject to violence, harassnrent
and abuse, particularly from male
members of her community.
Eventually, both Esen and her
neighbours became so worried
about her safety, they contacted
Stoke Newington police. The neigh-
bours also contacted the housing
department of the local authority.

They failed her completely. She
was murdered and her killer‘.-'s
remain unknown.

The Turkish womerfs group
spearheading the. campaign is a
forty-strong group of women from a
variety of backgrounds. On 22

impounding the Dann’s livestock,
along with the wild horses grazing
the Shoshone lands, after the
Supreme Court ruling in 1991. Their
attacks have culminated in the con-
viction of Clifford Dann, the brother
of M ary and Carrie, of the assault on
federal agents while trying to free
wild mustangs. Per (= she, he) was
sentenced on 15th May 1995. Per
and the Western Shoshone National
Council are appealing on the
grounds of the sovereignty of the
Western Shoshone Nation recog-
nised in the 1865 treaty.

Information for this from Netr=
Dir'ect:3orrs for Wooten. \-’olunre 2.3.
Number 5, It-rlay-June 1995. Further r‘

--. 1 1|information: the Western Shoshone
Defense Project, General Delivery,
Crescent Valley,_ Nevada 89821,
U.S.A.. ?o2.-968-(t25tjt.
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not just sad but grotesquely
immoral by any objective standard.
titer: the fact that people are
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late and 1;‘...- -Juno empty whilst
people are homeless and that the
government owns property lying
vacant or falling down silently is
disgusting. Clearly, this bunch of
scum aren’t interested in doing
anything about homelessness. just
in attacking those who do some-
thing for themselves.

M;1r'clr they organised a very suc-
cessful march protesting the institu-
tionally sanctioned woman-hating
and racism that allowed this
murder.

Contact: Justice for Esen Yilmaz
Campaign, crio justice for Women,
55 Rathcoole Gdns, London N8 9NE

Enterprising Chinese women have
found a way to get rich quick.
Bigamy is the answer as it seems
that two hubbies are more lucrative
than one. These can then be tricked
into giving women money.
Unfortunately, it seems that the
Chinese police are cracking down
on all this.

t Info; Women ‘s News Digest, no.
2.8. Jan 1995 _
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he Government has been threatening
for some time to start US style “work-
fare" forced labour schemes for
claimants. So far this has meant threats
through the existing Restart system and

schemes such as Employrnent Training, job
Plan and others - the names change but basi-
cally its the same old piss in a different bottle.

W't:rt'kla1'e basically means working for your
dole; the term comes from ‘Welfare, but you
work for it, gettit? In the States income support
or 'welfa1'e’ is pretty much limited to families,
and it is single women with kids who are the
main targets of welfare reforms‘. Obviously
this state offensive against women is not lim-
ited to the USA - we see it here with the Child
Support Act as just one example. And it's not
limited to extreme right-wing Republicans:
President Clinton, the great liberal hope of
America and husbaniil of that ultra-fab feminist
Hillary is a supporter of Wot'kfat'e and pushed
such a programme as Arkansas governor.

On both sides of the Atlantic the talk about
‘training’ is nonsense. These programmes are
really about enforcing work-discipline on the
workless; the political and intimate personal
control of the wageless. particularly wageless
women. There are also --‘true :rr;p-ortant prair-
ical d;i"fe:er.ces; ;n the I. S there's itrss accep-
tance that ‘income suppon' should go to any-
one that needs it; even less that people may
choose to reject waged-twork. Welfare recipi-
ents are much more isolated and stigmatised
than the average dolee in this country -
exactly what current government policy aims
for here. Again. this isn't limited to Tories -
there are left-wing versions of the work ethic
and austerity ..-‘cuts as well. Remember the
‘Social Contract’? That was the last Labour gov-
ernment’s strategy to boost British capitalism.

Cull me irresgltshle...
And speaking of social contracts, Clinton's
keen on them toot In his policy statement on
welfare. he calls for ‘a new social contract...to
put government back on the side of people
who play by the rules‘ and talks about making
responsibility ‘an instrument of national pur-
pose‘. He calls on Americans to take ‘personal
responsibility...for the religious faiths they
follow, the ethics they practice, the values they
instil, and the pride they take in their work‘.
Sound familiar? This ‘responsibility shite is
applied to poor and low income women;
they're on benefit because they are ‘irrespon-
sible‘, and women who raise children without
being attached to a man represent the height of
‘irresponsibiliry'. Lesley Wolfe from the Center
for Women Policy Studies wrote: "I think it's
the kind of rhetoric that can be used by people
who want to punish women... To some extent
we have to talk about how the rules are
invented to punish women, especially women
who break thentles of patriarchy“.

Clinton calls for a two-year limit on benefits,
which has been coming into law (or being
considered) in many states since the beginning
of 1992. This means that benefit is cut or
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reduced for able-bodied AFDC (Aid
For Families with Dependent
Children) recipients with children
over two who ‘refuse’ to work or
participate in a state-mandated job
programme. Along with these limits
come various statutes aimed at con-
trolling the personal behaviour of
women on benefit, or ‘behaviour
modification’ tactics. A New jersey
law (the Family Development Act)
going into effect in July encourages
women to many someone (not their
children’s biological father),
promising they will be able to keep
more of their combined income
without losing AFDC benefits.

‘Family c_t|_g' - lumifl crg!
This law also contains a provision
called "the family cap“ which cuts
off all benefits to any child born
while a woman is on AFDC (of
course the "family cappers" are also

THE

considering "fertility" proposals, in
which women on AFDC are offered H
"iitrnuses' if they "volunteer to be
sterilised or implanted with the birth \ l
control device Norplant. é\\

Other states that have passed or
are oonsideting “farrtily cap‘ legisla-
tion include California, Pvlaryland
and Ohio. In Wisconsin “Bridefare'
has received a federal go-ahead and
awaits approval by the state legisla-
ture. Welfare mothers aged 18-22
will be allowed only one child. The
second child receives only $3? per month,
additional children receive no support at all.
There is also pressure on mothers to marry. In
Maryland AFDC benefits were cut by '-7"“--ti in
1991, and the Governor has proposed slashing
them an additional 50% if parents did not pay
rent or keep children in school.

Bunk ofi 8. starve
Which brings us to ‘Learnfare’, operating in
Wisconsin and Ohio. When the child of an
AFDC mother has three unexcused absences
from school in one month, her share of bene-
fits is withheld the next month. Teen-aged
mothers are required to return to school by
the time the child is 90 days old, or they lose
their benefit.

The very existence of this law is horrendous
in itself, and made even more oppressive by
arbitrary enforcement. There's been many
errors. with little leeway for mothers to defend
themselves or appeal decisions. Benefit has
been stopped when children were attending
school. Or teen-aged mothers staying home
from school with sick children have been pun-
ished with loss of benefit.

So what‘s this all in aid of? They try to jus-
tify these schemes in terms of saving money,
with racism and the old “family values” thrown
in. Clinton talks a lot about ‘training’ and “self-
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sufficiency” - crap!...even in their own logic its
crap! In Wisconsin 1987 when AFDC benefits
were cut (1%, $5.5 million were taken from the
poor allegedly to create jobs. But with only
low-paying jobs made available; women
ended up worse off than on welfare after
shelling out for transport, childcare, clothes,
etc. Training programmes lasted 6-8 weeks,
leading only to dead-end low-paid jobs if any
at all. AFDC mothers who wanted to go to col-
lege were discouraged from doing so, and
pressured to accept the first shitty job that
came along. Programmes in other states fol-
lowed a similar pattern.

ixgnsive snags
Pat Gowens, founder of action/support group
Welfare Warriors, points out that job pro-
grammes only created jobs for the administra-
tors and supervisors - so that money taken
from poor women created lucrative jobs for
the middle classes. Learnfare in Wisconsin cost
more in taxes (5.5 million) than it saved - and
the cost of hiring enforcers exceeded that
amount! In fact, the expensive army of
snoopers, scabs, grasses, and bureaucrats
these programmes require show the real aim
of the state isn’t simply economy, but social
control over women and working class people
- waged and unwaged. The rhetoric and pro-

paganda put about is meant to turn
‘respectable’ waged workers against lazy, shift-
less dolees and scroungers, especially single
mothers who dare to raise children without
the blessings of husband or state.

How have women on welfare organised
against these measures? An example is Welfare
Warriors, formed in Milwaukee Wisconsin
1986. They took their inspiration from a group
of low-income women in Mexico called the
Matias, who showed how to make “low-
income women’s culture more visible to each
other, to share information, and to unite to
gain power over our lives." They publish a
newsletter, staff a help-line, organised anti-
rape and lead poisoning self-help groups, and
started a support and day care group.

There may be more groups doing work
around these issues in the USA, and we wel-
come more information about them. If the
Government is trying to change Income
Support into a USA style Workfa_re system, we
can learn from the ways women have organ-
ised against it. Q

Most info came from articles by Kathy Astor
and Esty Dinur in: New D.iret?tr'ortsjbr Wonzert
108 Palisades Ave, Englewood, N] (W651 USA

Rozanne

bad attltudo 5
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When you have a child by self-insemination, what are you letting yourself
in for? Whats it going to be like for the child?  
Everyone’s experiences are different, but there’s a lot to be learned by
hearing how it’s been for women who have done it. A new book, Alternative
Beginnings, by Lisa Saffron, tells it like it is. In the following article, with ‘
extracts from the book, she emphasises that there is no one correct way of
creating a new kind of family.

ost of the women who con-
sider and practice self-insemi-
nation are lesbians along with
a smaller number of single
heterosexual women. This
hook is written for all tllese
women with an emphasis on

‘F the experience of lesbians. It
gives a mixture of practical advice and per-
.son;.1l experiences to explore the many issues
raised by choosing self-insemination. It is
intended not only as a guide to help women
with the mechanics of getting pregnant, but as
a way of sharing experiences of the conse-
quences of self insemination. parenting and
co-parenting. single parenting. splitting up
and staying together. relationships or notwitlt
donors. communicating with the children, not
getting pregnant. telling others, the risk of
infectionand disease, and the legal position
of all the people involved.

Sharing our personal experiences is one
way of making our lives as lesbian mothers
visible, of validating our choices and of
learning fr‘orn each other. It is important for all
of us to know that there are other women
doing self insemination. The women inter-
viewed for this book as well as the children
and the men are not necessarily typical of all
people doing self insemination, yet they rep-
resent a wide range of experiences. I want to
convey that there are as many ways to go
about this as there are individuals doing it and
that each of us is creating our own future.

Threattofamilyvalues-toorightl
There is no formula for successful family-
making and very few role models of lesbian
parents or of single mothers by choice. There
is no right way to do it. It is not more right-on
to have an anonymous donor than a known
donor or two lesbian mothers rather than one
or vice versa. We are part of a lesbian comrrru-
nity which is very diverse with women
making widely differing choices about the
kind of families they create. This diversity is
something to celebrate and honour. We live in
a society that passively denies or actively
attacks the rights of lesbian-led families to
exist. The courage and strength we have to
live our lives as we choose comes from each
other - from knowing there are other lesbians
having children and from acceptance of each
others‘ struggles.

The existence of lesbian and single
mothers is a threat to traditional family values.

I

Consciously or not, we ar‘e challenging the
need for fathers, the institution of marriage
and the male-female couple as the model of
the ideal parents. We are saying that families
can be made up of different people with a
variety of relationships to each other and still
be healthy places in which children grow up
and in which women can be mothers. We are
changing the basic definition of a family. No
longer is it a group of people related by
blood, marriage or divorce, but it is a group of
people who loveand care for each other. It
doesn't even have to include children. Our
families are not lacking in anything. There is
no need to compensate for the absence of a
father or to apologise for not conforming to
the expected family norm.

This book presents no justification of les-
bian and single motherhood since none is
necessary. It starts with the assumption that
women are going ahead, despite society‘s
prejudices towards our methods of concep-
tion, the families we create, our lesbianism or
our ability to be good mothers. As more
babies are being born and our children grow
up. we too are growing up into greater accep-
tance of ourselves as lesbian and single
1110Illll‘S.

The following account is by Toni, a
woman who did self-insemination in 1984 and
has a daughter named Claire.

Decisions Decisions
AI chose to get pregnant on my own. I

don't regret the decision because I
love my daughter Claire so much,

despite all the pain of parenting, and because
I don‘t see what else I could have done.

Ideally I wanted to have a partner to share
this activity with, but I had little confidence in
my ability to fonn a secure long-term relation-
ship. I was in a rocky relationship with a
woman at the time I made the decision, but I
never saw her as having any long-term part in
my plans. We split up when I was pregnant. I
felt that if I postponed the baby until after the
right woman came along and after we had
established ourselves together, Iptigltt well be
into the menopause. I was strongly influenced
by a friend who had waited until conditions
were right in her life before starting insemina-
tions at the age of sit). After one miscarriage,
she never succeeded in getting pregnant again
and was very bitter.

In fact, it turned out that I was right not to
expect a partner to appear on the scene for

quite some time. It wasrft until Claire was five
and a half that I met Theresa, fell in love with
her and set up home with her. We’ve now
been a family for three years and I no longer
think of myself as a single mother. But for five
and a half years, I was on rny own with Claire
and at first it was hell.

During that time. the one saving grace
was Marie. Marie has looked after Claire at
least once a week and on occasional week-
ends since Claire was six months old. She is
an exceptional friend and has only let me
down once that I can remember. If something
came up and she couldn’t have Claire when
she’d promised, she would find another
babysitter herself. This has given me valuable
child-free time. so desperately needed by any
single mother. But that's only a small part of
Marie's involvement. What she has given
Claire is just as valuable - another long-term
relationship with someone who loves her. It
has prevented me and Claire from developing
an overly “intense mother-daughter relation-
ship. It has also been wonderful to have
someone who loves Claire with whom I can
share my joy in Claire as well as my troubles. I
am incredibly lucky to have had Mane in our
lives.

Before my daughter, Claire, was born, I
had thought vaguely about how I would
explain self-insemination and the donorrfather
person to her, but my experience of actually
telling her has taught me that telling is not a
one-way process, nor is it a once-and-for‘-all-

it

time matter.
I explained the procedure of self insemi-

nation in very simple terms several times
between the ages of two and five. It was hard
to say how much she took in and I didn’t
want to overload her. I got a few right-on
books on the subject which were dreadfully
tedious and neither of us could be bothered
to look at them more than once.

Pie-.rre’s Prezzie
When Claire was just three, she began to ask
about her daddy. In fact, “Where is my
daddy?” were nearly her first words, after she
had perfected the word “no”. I gave her my
prepared line that her daddy was a very nice
man named Pierre who had generously given
me sperm so that I could have a baby and she
was that very much wanted baby. I had
decided not to describe him to her as a donor
because I can’t relate to that term. He was a
real person, not just a source of sperm.

She bought this story for about a week.
Then, out of the blue, came the next logical
question. “I want to see my daddy. Where is
he?" Again I was ready with the line about dif-
ferent kinds of families with different kinds of
daddies. We have the kind of family where
the daddy does not live with us. I found I was
able to provide examples from people she
knew for most of these variants of family life.
I was quite pleased with myself. At the end of
this recital, she said very firn‘1ly_, “Why cant I
see my daddy?” '

If I had never lfnown Pierre. I suppose
Claire’s curiosity could have gone no further.
But in fact I did know him (although I had
had no contact with him since I became preg-
nant) and I was happy about them meeting.
Since he ltad onlx‘ agreed tn be a donor. I

- L I
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tions we had set years before- L':‘:;t.novrn to
me, Pierre was thinking along the same lines.
tie too wanted to meet Claire. but felt he
couldn‘t invade my territory or presume that
he had a right to see the child he had made
possible. I wrote to hirh and he and I met
without Claire to discuss what we were get-
ting into.

Conform Please
I tried to be very casual when I told Claire.
then age four and a half, that she would meet
her daddy for the first time, but she was
absolutely manic when we finally did meet at
a" museum. She held his hand, told him she
loved him and dragged him around the
museum at a furious pace. She certainly had
internalised a traditional view of "daddy"
because she tried to get me and Pierre to hold
hands too as we walked along the street.

Pierre began coming over about once or
twice a month and we gradually evolved rela-
tionships which became very friendly and not
so intense. Four years on from that first
meeting, Claire is relaxed about her‘ daddy
and happy with the friendship they have. She
knows who her daddy is, but seems not to
want anything more. It feels more comfortable
to me as well to have Pierre‘s involvement
with us and to be able to tell Claire something
more than that her daddy was a very nice
man.

I have explained about me being a les-
bian, but have been cautious about telling her
too much about homophobia. She is easily
upset. I know that Claire does hear a lot of
rubbish from her classmates, mpecially from
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the boys. They tend to lay down the law,
saying things like a lesbian is half girl and half
boy. the halves being the right and the left.
Claire told them that they were just wrong. I
find it ha_rd to get a balance between
preparing her for the homophobia she will
continue to encounter and terrifying her with
reality before she is ready to cope with it.

Three mummies + a daddy
One day she came home from infant school
and told me this story: at school we had an
assembly about families. My teacher asked me
if I would stand up and talk about my family.
I didn't mind. I told everyone that I have
three mummies and a daddy. I live with my
mummy Toni and her girlfriend Theresa who
is my mummy too. I also have a part-time
mumnry, Marie. who I live with some of the
time. Marie has a new girlfriend. My daddy,
Pierre. lives with his boyfriend and I like them- -r

both a lot. After I told everyone about my
family_. lots of children raised their hands to
ask me questions. A boy in rny class asked
the first question and he wanted to know
how ma ny cars our family has. I was going to
count them, but my teacher said that the
assembly was about families, not about cars.
Someone else asked which mummy had
sexed with my daddy to make me. I said that
they didn't sex. Pierre put the sperm in a jar.
Then another boy asked, “Shouldn't some of
those people be married to each otlter?" I
said, "No. they don't have to. They can do
what they want.

The following is ]ean’s account. She affd er
lover Catlry have two children. Alice born in
1984 and Elaine bom in 198'-"'.

The response of Alice to her family
unit has been completely accepting.
Shes always been open about the fact

that she has two mummies. She's been very
lucky because she was born at a time when a
number of our lesbian friends were also preg-
nant. She went to a childcare group when she
was two where there were more lesbian
mothers than straight parents. She knew a
whole load of other kids in her peer group
who were also children of lesbians or single
parents. \'¢hat we used to do was name all the
children who lived differently. who didn't
lrave fathers or who had fathers they never
saw. They were the majority of her friends
and that makes a really big difference. Even
when she went to school. it didn’t appear to
be a problem. She has been supremely confi-
dent and assertive about it with other chil-
dren. She never felt she had to hide it. She is
a confident child in herself anyway, like first
children often are. Her family unit hasnit been
a problem.

‘til-"lien I go to her primary school, the chil-
dren in her class all call out to her. “Alice,
Alice, here's your mummy’. Then always
somebody says. "Alice, Alice, have you got
two nrumrnies?” She says yes in a very matter
of fact voice. Alice is lucky with her teacher
who is quite open and supportive. She read
Herrtl.rerHrrs Tn tr .1-Irt rrtrrries (a children's book
about a lesbian couple who get pregnant by
donor insemination) to the class and Alice
was made to feel quite important and special
because she did have two mummies. It has
been a status symbol rather than an area to be
teased about.

It was quite interesting when we went to
visit a friend who has a son by self-irrsernina-
tion the same age as Alice. There was Alice.
Elaine and Rhys making paper chains. We
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overheard this conversation
which appeared in the middle of
their playing and then receded
again.

Pass the Red Paper
Elaine said to Rhys, “Is John your
daddy?“
Rhvs said. “No. no. He's not my

‘I . J‘

daddy. I haven’t got a daddy.“
Alice and Elaine both said in
chorus, “Oh yes you have."
Rhys said, “No, I havent. I've got
a birth father."
Elaine said “O11”.
Rhys explained, "A birth father is
somebody who helped make me,
but he's not a father who lives in
my house with me.“
Alice said, “Oh yeah. Just like us“.
Elaine said, "Pass me the red
papec“

. They were dealing with the
issues of their own lives by
themselves. Elaine was really
lucky that she was sitting there
with two kids who said that they
hadn’t got daddies and that sis Eatsitar
tl1ey’re all in the same |
situation.

These are just two of the
accounts you can find in
Altemmtrite Begmatings. The book
is based on interviews with 2?
women. two children and four
men who were donors.
Alternntire Begirrnmgs - Donor
lrtsemt'rmn'orr.- Pregrmrrcy and
Prrt'erm7ng by Lisa Saffron, pub-
lished by Sheba Feminist Press.
I995.

$ there you are. a
les-l::tian mum - well
done! - and it comes
time for sprog to start
reading children's
books. So you trot
dutifully down to the
local library or book-
shop and - aaagh! - it‘s
compulsory hetero-
patriarchy for the very
young. Shelf upon shelf
of Kings and Queens,
evil. warty spinsters.
golden princesses
waking up to manly
princes and so on and
so on. Oh dear.
Well. it depends on
where you live and
what your local book-
shops.-‘libraries are like
but there are a number
of kids books available
that present a different
worldview to the Mary
Whitehouse fantasy.
Listed below are a few
of those presenting
lesbian and gay parents
as normal and positive.

"3' GLORIA GOES TO
GAY PRIDE by Leslea
Newman. (Alyson
Wi:»rrderland.*’G.llq_I.P. -
5.95)
Gay Pride is presented
as a festival.-‘celebration

- ...-.1.-... -.|

on a par with Mclhefs
Day, Christnms and
Chanukha. The 2 mums’
relationship is presented
as real and normal, eg
on Mt:rther's Day, Gloria
brings the 2 mums
breakfast in bed. On
Pride day. other local
people. such as Gloria's
music teacher and post
lady are on the march
too. There are also a
couple of bigots
protesting at the march.
It's all handled very
nicely. Unfortunately.
the pictures are in black
and white but you could
tum it into a colouring
book.

'3' HEATHER HAS TWO
MOMMIES by Leslea
Newman. (As before.)
Heather joins a play-
group and discovers that
other kids have daddies.
The book discusses
artificial inseminatiorr.
the birthing process and
the needs of a lesbian
household.

‘i’ FAMILIES: A
COLOURING BOOK
(Alyson Wonderland -
.£2_§t)*)
Lots of pictures of lots of

4'
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different families and a tired now!)
little text which intro-
duces them as friends of 5' ASI-1A'S MUMS
the nanator. Families (Women's Press of
made up of people who Canacla,-Tumaround -
are multi-racial. gay. £3.99)
lesbian, disabled.

'5' THE DADDY
MACHINE _lohnny
iitlentine (Alyson
\Ii*'onderland?t."il\-’lP -
£5.95)

Asha wants to go on a
day trip from school but
needs the written
consent of mum and
dad. Teacher doesn't
believe Asha is telling
the truth when he says

This one is my personal she has 2 mums (all too
favourite. It ‘s a colouring typical school behav-
book all about these .2
girls with 2 nrums who
get a bit wistful for this
thing called a daddy.
Anyway, they make a
machine and all these
daddies come out and
don't stop coming out.
And they do all those
dad-things, like staining

iour!) but it all gets
sorted out. Asha’s
classmates accept the
fact without too much
trouble and it transpires
a few of the others don't
have the prescribed
number of mums and
dads either.

the carpet with oil and These books are a bit
taking things apart and
not being able to for
tlrem...but it a ll ends
happily. It 's great.

-s‘ rt-rt; outta wrto
ourraxvso JELLY

ertpensive. they come
from Arnerica in the
main and are published
by small companies. so
they don't have a lot of
money washing around.
It might be a good idea

BEANS (Alyson to get your local library
Wonderland) to order them. Or you
I

‘Hit colourfully illustrated
fairy stories featuring
lesbian and gay charuc.-
ters. (_I'm getting a bit

can get in touch with
Letterbox Library,
Unit Zd. Leroy
House.-B6 Essex Road.
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N1 3Q1". on 220 1655.

IF YOU'RE CONSID-
ERING. .. here are
some books that can
provide useful informa-
tion about becoming a
lesbian parent:

'3 DIFFERENT
MO'I'l-IERS edited by
Louise Ralkin (Cleis
Press - .tE- 9.51))
This contains lots of
interviews with children
of lesbian parents of
differing ages.

‘i' CONSIDERING
PARENTHOOD by
Cheri Pies (Spinsters
Book Company -
5.113.991)
A workbook for
potential lesbian
parents. It's very well
thought out and
thought provoking and
has an upclatecl version
on AIDS.

CONTACTS:
Rights ofWomen, t)?1
Z51 65?? - Organised.
helpful and informative.
They have contacts for
parents groups.
Lesbian and Gay
Switchboard. t)'F1 85?

-'-'||'

75.2-‘i - apart from being
very useful and knowl-
edgeable about many
things. they also have
some contacts for
lesbian parenting
groups.
London Lesbian Line.
(Fl 251 0911
Lesbian Custody
Project. t')'-'1 ZSI (-5'?-'3 -
Not a social group. they
specialise in legal
aspects of parenting.
custody. fostering and
adoption. _
National Council For
One Parent Fanfllles.
r)?l lb‘? 1561
London Friend. t)?l
85? 2'58! - Once again.
friendly and informed
and they have a
women's phone-in on
Tuesday and Thursday
evenings.
Nestwork. PO Bos
I55. Manchester ll-‘I60
ILP - Primarily organ-
ised around becoming
pregnant.

It's also worth checking
out women's centres
near you because they
could be able to put
you in touch with a
local lesbian parenting
groups.
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"" his article is about the difficulties
of bringing up a child in a
society that does not advocate or
always even approve the princi-
ples underlying our efforts. One

of the most important of these principles is
that from birth a child is a person, not a pos-
session, deserving respect. This means that a
clrildis voice has an equal right to be heard to
anyone else‘s~. And what a child is saying, be
it a n.on-verbal cry of a baby or reasoned
words of an older child, must be listened to
and taken into account in d.ecisions and
actions. And the more dependent a child is
the. more per (= her, him) has to be listened to
and heeded. This is not to say that an older
child should not be heeded at all. An older
child wlro was heeded from birth (or even
before, Le. having the most natural and gentle
form of birth possible for the child) would be
more resourceful and confident in getting per-
self heard and fulfilling pers needs. If need be
per would shout until heard, knowing that per
would not be put down for this.

Respect for a person means respecting pers
feelings". It means respecting pers
privacy. It means that a child
should be allowed to have secrets
and private thoughts and private
mail, if that is what a child wants.
It means not forcing our affection on
a person; not kissing and hugging
when this is not wanted. Personally, I
find this extremely important for a girl
child in this society that still operates on
very confusing standards on so-Eual mat-
ters. As girl children mu! older they have
to have confidence to express their wants,
whatever they be, and not be afraid of
being rejectw

Respectisntilvicleniyi
A respected person is not smacked; or
hit. Even the youngest baby should be
allowed the respect of being given a.
reason for not allowing per to do some-
thing harmfi.rl' to perself or others. While. of
course, removing the baby from harm or
harm from the baby. However, any
sudden snatch of the baby from harm,
can be quite frightening for per. The
words of reason, even if not under-
stood, when spoken in a calm friendly
voice can have a soothing effect in this

1|.

the common lrumanity of females and males.
And actions or qualities are not either femi-
nine or masculine but human. The other prin-
ciple is that a person is not either “good” or
“bad” but neutral. The deeds of a person can
be “good” or “bad”. So when a person does
something either way we try and comment on
the deed or the persons ability to do some-
thing.

Even as I write this I feel the conflict
between how I write and standards in this
society, still very close to the ones I was
brought up with. I\-tly conflict is over the word
“person” as I use it about a child. I was
brought up with a hierarchy of men, women.
boy children. and girl children as the least
important. Even today the word “person” is
not commonly used for a child. However. I
chose that word for a reason. I want to make
the point that a child is a person with the right
to be respected just like an adult. As adults we
should be more careful not to wrong a child
in this respect than we are when dealing with
another adult because another adult is not so
dependent on us as a child is.

NC fflill-S 'f:Crl' l3C‘gVSf

Our problems
began at the
beginning. (I

is ' “TotB about

the pregnancy
I and the birth in ear-
lier issues.) Before the

birth I tried to find some
colourful clothes for our unborn

baby Pale pinks and
white and some other paler
colours offer. And yet
smdres have shown 1 that babies
respond to I
ended up dying ‘ymostiof the

flowers for ch1_ldren'S‘ ' I rand pia-in
domes for boy mldren I recently
omerved a-cltildis very saddsap-S

pointment in a shop. Per was
refused a top with a picture of a
flower because per was a boy. The

child’s arguments of per liking
it and it being per were
crushed. I have observed many

young children of either gender liking
frills and flowers until society crushes

urgent situation. And speaking to a N this in boy children.
baby in every situation is good for pers lan-
guage " development.

We want our children to respect us. They
learn to do that if we respect them. Respect
does not grow out of violence. but out of
respect. A person who suffers violence in any
form will learn to fear. A child who is taught
with violence to obey pers parents and other
adults will do so out of fear, not out of
respect. Fear also teaches other things to a
person like cheating, lying and bullying.

There are two other principles we find
extremely important. One is an emphasis on

Our child claimed the right to choose
what to wear fairly early on from our store of
second hand andnew clothes. One of pers
favourite clothes is a white frilly slip which

-tr

per wears as a dress. Very often per wants to
go out in only a pair of tights and a top. If per
chooses something unsuitable for the weather
we try to reason and convince per. Very often
the coat is first taken in a bag and put on out-
side. My partner (who now lives at a separate
place from me) told me of some battles of will
between per and our child over night clothes.
Until per came to realise that the issue at stake

clothes-we got. Inter: and: -_

was not important and
the main thing is not to
“win”. So our child
wears what per wants
day and night.

Shopping for new
clothes is usually done
with our child present
and choosing. what per
wants (limited by our
financial resources and
the choice in the shop). f
My partner took per to
a shoe shop a few
months ago. Per chose
a pair of shoes but
when they went to pay
for them changed pers
mind and did not want
any after all. Wlren my
partner told the assis-
tant that our child did
not want them the assis-
tant was surprised. Per said in a disapproving
manner that our child was surely too young to
make up pers mind. Our view is that by being
taken seriously a child learns that pers words
have consequences and learns to decide on
matters perself. Per is already very sure about
pers likes and dislikes. And regarding
changing pers mind. Well, we all change our
minds all the time about all kinds of things.

Gi'l8/boys ver'St>S cltldfett
Oneofthefirst quaionsaskedaboutababy»
is pers gender. ‘When a baby is a little older

I the question is no longer asked; most people
assumethc gender from pers clothes. behav-
iour, mir length, or name: I want allpeople to-~

free? to be themselvm wiihout any of
'- 1

iediby We always
use the ’wdrd “child” for our child and all

Our child identifies with all
@rdless -of their gutter. N0 behav-

iour or achievement is defined by grader and
per is free to-be perseB'f(as far. as

society allows» it). I have witnessed girl
children forbidden to do climbing and
boy children ridiculed for wanting to
play with dolls. I have heard of young
children wishing to be other than
themselves - more often girl children
wishing to be boy children as boy
children tend to be freer than girl
children. Our“ child has never
expressed a wish like that. Per has
observed the physical differences but
so far sees their relevance only in
weeing.

bad babies
Another early question we
were asked was whether our
baby was good or bad. I
found this incomprehen-
sible. I had to ask what
was meant by it. The
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rephrased question was whether per cried a
lot or not or whether per slept through the
night or not. These to me are not moral mat-
ters at all but matters of pltysical need. Our
baby slept in our bed and so never needed to
cry at night to get fed. Per made little noises
and groped towards my breasts. Per was
always fed what is call-ed ‘or: demand” I
prefer the words when per needed rt.

The word “demand” is very commonly used
when talking about the needs of small babies
and children. The babies, none of whom
asked to be born, are totally dependent on
those caring for them to fulfil all their needs.
For a small baby crying is often the only way
to make perself heard Yet when a baby does
this is termed “bad” or “nauglrty”.
Especially if the balw dos not need anything
physical like feeding or nappy changing but
“only” attmtion. . t

‘Some parents talk proudly ti having trained
theirbabia nottocry atoertaintirzneswhenit
is not suitable for adults. I was commended

on my "wise" handling ofthe situation
when my oldest (then under 1, now

20) got used to waking up close to
midnight. I left the poor child

crying alone and most likely afraid
until per got used to sleeping. It

took three nights, crying for
twenty minutes the first

night. When my
youngest started

waking up at about
one at night I had

learnt better. We
always had a night light

on anyway for the first
I couple of _ years. We

allowed per to play with our
noses and ears and hands.

Per sat up. leant on us. pushed
and poked us while we lay there

half asleep. Per never cried and
gradually the period of activity got
shorter (from over an hour to start



 

with) and within a couple of weeks per slept
through the night.

My partner and I have always attended to
our child as soon as possible when per cries.
We have tried to avoid telling per not to cry.
At first I found myself telling our baby not to
cry. Then realising what I had said I quickly
corrected myself saying: “Cry if you want to.”
It took three or four corrections like this for
me to stop saying “Don’t cry“. Telling children
not to is a way of belittling their sorrows
and pains. Added to this are very common
remarks like: “It was nothing really." “It did
not hurt." “A big child like you should not cry
over a little thing like that.” On the other
hand, when children do not cry over things
they are told that they are “very brave”. And
even worse, they are told that they are “good”
not to cry. How very confusing for achild.
And all to stop children from showing any
emotion of sorrow, pain or disappointment
which we as adultsfiare unable to deal with
because as children we were forced to sup-
press them instead of being helped to deal
with them. '

We have found that our -child never cries for
any prolonged time. I remember only one
incidentofperdoingwltat
:1 tantrtirn" and that was very short. ‘I-"hen that
happened we let per get over it and then I
held per because per wanted it. I eatplained to
per the reason for the denial which caused
pmstantrun1.iii’l1enevérperisupsetorangry
we talk about the reasofi for it. We acknowl-
edge that per has a reason for being so and
sympathise with per. And if possible we try
and deal with whatever has upset per or
made per angry. Sometimes this may mean
acknowledging that we have been in the
wrong andsaying c _i S I" A

_ L
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'  Ap'*c"m'i.5,‘e
Recently, our child. wanted to play a game
with us in which was a mother angry at
pers children dim; We refined to

play this game telling per that it
was always wrong to hit a

child. We told per that we
never In “per. Per I

C3l'l'l€
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me and said: “You never hit me." This was
said as a statement not a question. I said it
back to per as a statement and a promise. I
believe our child had picked this up from
seeing some people, especially mothers as
mothers tend to be those most commonly
looking after young children in our society,
shouting and hitting their children.

The other day I was asked if our child was
toilet trained. Although I do not like the term
“train"" I answered that perhad bemt going to
the toilet for about a year now. A moral
approval followed statement. Our child
was so “good”. We never really “tmmed” our
child although there is much pressure in
society to do this. I felt this pressure more
keenly when visiting Finland than I ever felt it
in England. Although I do know that the pres-
sure also exists in England. We decided to
ignore the pressure and let our child lead the
way. We stopped putting a nappy on per
when per was physically and emotionally
ready for it. It was so -natural that I hardly
remember how it happened.

First we stopped putting a nappy on in the
daytime. To start with there were quite a few
accidents, but I was surprised how quickly
per stopped having these accidents. At the
beginmng per did not use a potty at all
because the others at home used the toilet.
Nowadays per uses the potty and the toilet.
The toilet is always used for the shit because I

were when per
was not very well.

A moral judgement is
also made about a child when
per does not do what an adult
wants per to do or even when a
explores and experiments with pers surround-
ings. Whenever a child causes any anxiety to
an adult or does not conform to adult society
per is "‘naughty". I went in-to a bus with my
child who had an icelolly stick in pers hand.
Per put it in pers mouth and ta person on the
bus scolded per as “naughty”. I saw the
danger for the child in walking on a moving
bus with a stick in pers mouth but felt so
annoyed with the person calling per naughty
that instead of taking it out I guided per care-
fully to a seat further back. There I talked to
per about the danger and per took it out of
pers mouth. Unfortunately. I have no moral
courage to confront people on streets and
buses even when I feel very strongly about
these issues.

“Good” children say “sorry” and “thank
you" and “please”. If they don’t they are
naughty and are forced to do so. Children do
learn to say these things if forced, but when
forced it does not really mean anything. -Our
child is not forced and hardly ever says these
words to anyone. We use these words with
per all the time. And per does use them in
pers play. It remains to be seen when per will

do not like cleaning the potty. Or as I put it to start using them to people outside pers play.
per it is more difficult to clan after the shit Perhaps per views pers needs for food and
than after the wee. Per accepts this without clothing and presents as pers right, which
any arguments.
We always have
wonderful d_is- c so
cussions about
shit in the toilet.
Our child usu-
ally hasa whole
family of shit
coming out.
Sometimes when
it does rnt come
out the shit has
chcidedtogo to
sleep Night nap- -
pies were
stopped around
the same time or
soon after. Per
has wet pers bed
at my place
about three
times since per
stopped wearing
a nappy at night
about a year

ago. And all
t h e s e

imes
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they indeed are, and therefore not
needing any comment upon receiving. I

think that fair enough. Per does often ask
“may I have" or “may I do" without ever
having been “taught” to do so. And when per
hurts someone per often goes to stroke the
hurt part. When someone is hurt or in pain
per does it expecting this to make the -person
better immediately. -

llll)~EC!l'lC€ {Q SOCl€"t}!

Our society is very adult centred. Children are
seen as a demanding burden to parents and a
nuisance to society at large. They are seen as
crafty little things out to trick and cheat adults.
Adults have to be vigilant all the time to
outwit thme monsters. The head of one of my
older children‘s secondary school held this
view and ran pers school with this philosophy
as a guiding principle, as I found out when I
became a school governor. This philosophy is
still the guiding principle in this society.
Hence the talk about discipline and punish-
ment and more discipline and punishment,
instead of making sure that those who care
for young children have all the support they
need to do the work properly. And much sup-
port is needed. This job is too much for one
person. Two or three or more "people sharing
allows some of them to go and recharge
themselves while others attend the child. This
way there is much joy and fulfilment for
everyone around.

I-S.
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Paule Marshafl is one of America's foremost Black women
writers. Her first novel, Brown Girl, Brownstones was

published in 1959 and this year her latest novel, Daughters
(Serpent’s Tail, £7.99), was published in Britain.

Born in 1929 in Brooklyn to Barbadian parents, she once
described herself as acting as a bridge between the two
cultures. Here she talks to Sheila Auguste and Beverley

Duguid about her latest novel.

BI): Daughters is about a woman coming into her own
analysing her relationships with men and others. We thought
that Daughters therefore culminates to some extent into a
novel about damaged relationships. For example, the relation-
ship Estelle was trying to have with the PM but which could
not continue because he went his own way, is reflected in the
slave story about Congo Jane and Will Cudjoe, the subject of
Ursa‘s thesis. Would you like to comment? -

PM: There is an element of damage; some of the relationships
in the novel demonstrate this damage. Certainly to a significant
degree in the relationship of the PM and Estelle, because she
had really hoped, and he too had hoped, that together the two
of them would have been able to do something really signifi-
cant, meaningful and progrmsive for his district. The sense of
the two of them working together at the beginning was so
strong.

Another damaged relationship, of course, is that of Ursa and
Lowell Canuthers. They have this period during the ‘free zone‘
when they were rally together, but he has allowed this job so
to take over his life that they are no longer able to have the
same relationship. This happens so often, I am struck by the
fact in ordinary when you listen to what people talk about,
espedally men, they are complaining about their job situation.
Their job has taken over their lives and I suspect that it’s
because of the way that men are socialised and reared in our
societies, where they get their sense of who they are and their
self dfinition is from the work place, that large world of work
and commerce. Whereas traditionally women have got their
sense of self from family andtwomen friends etc: a very dif-
ferent socialisation pattern. S "

So I think for men, especially black men, trying to get this
definition of self from that larger world and being so frustrated,
takes over their lives. It’s a kind of corroding. That is exactly
what happens to Lowell Canuthers, what begins to damage his
relationship with Ursa. But of course there’s Viney. .. There's so
many black women - I don’t know about here, but certainly in
the States, trying to find a partner who's really a partner.

SA: As you introduced Viney, we were interested in the idea of
the test tube baby she decides to have. There are many
women who can come to terms with not having a long term
relationship, but they still want children. How did you arrive at
this idea?

PM: A number of black women in the States are making those
kind of choices. Some of them want children very much. Some
of them would like a family, whether it’s an actual husband or
it‘s with a partner. . .you know that there is some commitment.
But so often it’s not available to them and what do they do?
They want a family; they want a child. But a number of them
who have the where-with-all, the means, to he able to afford
day-care and help with the child and so on, go ahead and
either have an affair which is going to commit them to get
pregnant or go to the sperm bank.

_ _ ~.

SA: It really struck a chord, this idea that what are you
going to do if you’re not in a relationship?

PM: And Viney tries her hardest to do as well by that
child as she can. Robeson is really a privileged child, but
she realises that when he’s arrested, hand-cuffed and
taken to the police station, she can give him these mate-
rial things, but ultimately she really can't protect him
from that larger and essentially hostile society. That’s
when she feels the aching lack of the partner. It's not
that anything different would have happened to
Robeson, but just to have someone else there with her,
standing by her side, when the policeman in his conde-
scending, insulting way calls her Ms to emphasise that
she is a single parent. So to reflect on what you asked
me earlier, there is the damage.

But I also try in the novel to offer a positive image of
the relationship between the black man and woman and
that's why Congo Jane and Will Cudjoe are so important.
They stand as a kind of model in that novel: they were
co-leaders, co-conspirators, lovers, companions, friends. Even
Lowell when Ursa tells him the story about them, he says,
"Really what we have to try to do is to get back to that," to that
kind of unity and co-operation and equality that Congo Jane
and Will Cudjoe had. So it's not all downhill!

SA: Your male characters are very subtle and you develop
them carefully. You show the pain of the misunderstanding
between black men and women. You manage to have a dis-
tance. S

PM: They are flawed but you can think of them and
read about them with a certain amount of sympathy and
understanding. I try to accord that to all my characters. I am
not about doing anyone in, but rather to see people with all
their complexity and contradictions.

BI): You don't romanticise the Caribbean; on the contrary, you
tell it like it is. Also how you portray the effects of imperialism
on your characters is interesting. I was thinking specifically
about Brown Girl, Brownstones, your first novel. Would you
like to comment?

PM: In the backdrop of all of the novels is the political reality.
I am essentially a political writer. I am interested in what
impacts upon my people, my characters. If you’re going to
write in any honmty about them you cannot exclude the polit-
ical, because tha_t's what shapes their world. So you cannot talk
about African Americans without acknowledging what it
means for us to live in a society where we are marginal
people. Where we have never, even though we have been
there longer than most of the immigrant groups who have sub-
sequently arrived, been allowed into the mainstream. just a
few little trickles that you find nowadays.

So I don't see how you can write about whats happening in
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the black family, within relationships between black men and
women, without in a sense looking at what that larger society
has done to us.

That might be the only point of ofiection I have with a book
like The Color Purple, the distortions which take place with
those men, if you don't see them against the larger backdrop
of that Southem society at that point, almost gives the impres-
sion that the flaws were endemic to these people. That they
were just naturally that way, brutalizers and wife bearers etc.
You really have to give enough attention to that backdrop, that
world that they inhabit and I really try to do that in my work.
It's always written at many levels.

BD: It's like looking at effects without the causes.

PM: Absolutely, the societal causm.

Bl): I found the repetition of characters in your novels of
interest. For example a character from Praise Song for the
Widow appears in Daughters in the form of Celestine. Do you
like to give your readers a kind of continuity?

% Very much so, and the other reason is that I believe that I
really am an ancestor worshipper. I really have the sense that
I’m just not here on my own, that there are a long line of
people, most of them I don"t know, gone into my being and
into my being here. I’m always trying to acknowledge them in
some way. That character of Great Aunt Cuney in Pmisesong
for the Widow and Congo Jane and Celestine in Daughters all
refer back to two characters, one of them the Grand mother in
a short story I wrote: to Da-Duh in Memorium (who is mod-
eled on my Grandmother) and the other to my surrogate
mother when I was growing up in Brooklyn.

She was the local hairdresser and she was the one I could go
to whenever I felt as if no one understood me and she was the
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one who gave me unconditional love and I’m always cele-
brating that woman and you will see her in every novel I’ve
written. Shes there in one form or another.

SA: The oral tradition is strong in your work. We're interested
in the way you make sure you record these traditions by char-
acters passing on stories and their liistoty: the use of dialect is
one example. In Daughters you use creole.

PM: This is very important to me, because I had my first
lessons in how to be a writer in the narrative art long long ago
before I could even read or write my name. I came largely
from a small group of West Indian women: it included my
mother. They would get together when they came back from
their jobs, as domefiics, because they were unskilled women
in the early twenties, so the only jobs they could get were as
as domestics. They would gather maybe two or three times a
week in the kitchen of my house and my sister and I would
have to keep them supplied with tea and cocoa while they
talked. And they talked brilliantly. They were masterful story
tellers and here I was, this little girl, and as a growing child I
had to be in that kitchen with them. I wasn't allowed to run up
;.-ind down the street.

There I not even .-aware of it. but absorbing from them
principles of how you tell stories, because they didn't tell sto-
ries any old way. A story had form and structure. They knew
the details that you selgctetl to make :1 cl"1aracter come alive
vividly because for example I had never met any of those
white women they worked for, but by the time they got
through describing them I saw them cEe.t:'iy in my mind‘.-a eye.
They were my first ic‘L1Cli€i'.‘.~'~ and the thing that sttiick me about
these women is that they could. in the most casual wzay. sitting
around the table drinking their‘ cups of tea or cocoa. create art.
They took that Kings English taught to them in the p1'im.;try
schools of Barbados and recreated it. To hear Bajan English is
Ll man.-'ellous thing. It’s poetry.

I wanted when I started writing to look like I was fully con-
scioiis of this. I wanted to try my hardest to get down some-
thing of that poetry on paper. because I had :1 sense that in my
generation it would be gone. I wouldn't liave that art. So the
oral tradition is very important to me. So there. was Bajan
English and there was African American English. which is also
playing around with the language. Later on in my life, my
second husband was Haitian and so I spent a lot of time living
between Haiti and the US and I got a sense of the powerof
creole. I couldn't understand it fully, only little expressions,
and I wanted to somehow get that down on paper too. So
Daughters is a kind of meditation on language. What black
folks do with language. I also wanted to get down what we
call in the States the ‘home girl language’ - the way young pro-
fessional black women talk to each other. To get in all of these
voices in one book was really the thing I wanted to do.

SA: You achieve it. Also the island Triunion in Dcmghters
changes hands many times like St Lucia.

PM: That’s right. I based that on St Lucia. I stayed there a long
time ago and when I came to write Dcmgbtersl thought about
that in creating Triunion. I would create this place like St Lucia
which changed hands back and fonh so many times and with
St Lucia of course it was just between the French and the
English, but there were other islands where the Spanish were
involved.
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BD: Wed like to ask you about the mother figure who always
appears to be the source of strength within your novels.

PM: Strength with qualifications. They are really not simply
strong, they have their vulnerabilities; they have their short-
comings. Silla in Brown Girl. Bro-wnstones is willing to sacrifice
her love and her children for this house, because even though
she achieves this vision: she has the brownstone house, she’s
chased away all of the tenants, so she can now brmk it up into
rooms and make a fortune, she’s got the coat with the silver
fox fur and so on, but what does she really have? Her husband
is gone, Selina is leaving and Ina has escaped into a humdtum
marriage. So essentially I can’t really see that it's all that strong.
I see she’s a driving force.

BD: She’s not the typical stereotype of the strong black
woman. She has her faults.

PM: Yes, and vulnerabilities. A lot of readers have perceived
the father in Brow-it Girl, Broumstones as somewhat weak. I
see him as having his strength also. Hes saying, I have no
opposition to success, but it’ll *
he on my own terms. He has
his dreams; he's an artist. I
see that as an kind of
strengtlt. So again it’s about
making complex chai'acter.-;
who have their contradic-
tions.

BD: Finally, could you talk
about your process of writing.
your discipline. E

PM: It’s been absolutely
driven. Whatever that is
inside me. that impels me; I . WOITIGHIS

bookshopthat drives me. It makes me
feel that the day doesrft have
form and structure, -.1 frame-
work if I don’t work. It has to
get to that place with the
writer, even if it’s just an hour
that you set aside for the
work that is sacrosanct.
You’ve got to do it. If not, you
feel as if you’ve gone out the
house in the morning without
brushing your teeth. It’s that
central to your life. That’s the
way it's been with me all
along, so that when I wrote
Brown Girl. BFOH-‘?i.Sf0H€S, 1
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One of the gratifying things about my career is that I have
been writing for a long time now and I have been able to
weather the ups and downs of being in the literary world. I’ve
been able to stay the course and that’s very gratifying for me.
So that here I am in my early sixties and still writing and pub-
lishing. I think that acts as a kind of inspiration for young
writers. I had no models, no figures when I started writing.
There wasn’t this community of black women writers. It didn’t
exist, you had to be totally on your own. So I would
encourage writers to take advantage of the support you have
out there now!

L.

magazine
‘ " Lesbian and gay

S I politics
the ninetiesF ‘\

Get a copy from your local newsagent or
bookshop, price £2, or order direct from:
Rouge, BM ROUGE, London WC I N 3XX,
tel 07 I -377 9426

Liberté - Egalité - Sexualité

,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,:,,,.,,,,,,,,,,1, Moimo n, both £6.99 (civoiloble oi Clll
was very gruelling. I worked
for a magazine, churning out
a lot of stuff that I didn’t like
at all. But I just had to, as a
kind of antidote in the
evenings, work on that novel. c
That was my salvation. The ..
writing is just a part of my
life.
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dezvous. It also has i
eyes of nei

the south for being an town full of cul-
ture, arts and...queers! So, on my last

‘Qit to Brighton, I
Ii e minded lesbi: n
ie...ho\iI- do you find where

s with most towns and cities in this
country, the scene is so underground it is
invisible to everyone who isn't “in the

- ..know". Information on Brighton‘s
numerous B&Bs run by and for gay men, the
couple run by and for “women only", and reg-
ular gay clubs is available from sources such
as Gay Times, but lesbians and gay men

t in search of
...the problem

ion, along with
rnost other see-side towns, of being a  

pe to from the prying  

ion III

are?

A group of
lesbians and
gay men who
want to create
an alternative to

groups of three lesbians and two gay men.
The lesbians in the group are Melita (who
has lived on the Sussex coast all her life),
Kaz (who has lived in Norfolk and London)
and Bron (who has also moved down from
London about ten months ago).

The intention is for the Centre to be self-
financing, along the lines of the Oxford
Lesbian and Gay Centre. The local council
has not been forthcoming with funds (an
application from this year's ‘Pride’ organisers
for £500 was rejected, even though the
Brighton area is home to thousands of les-
bians and gay men). This is probably
5-5;. .:..1._;;_.;-,5:-;;;-1:;-555.51-;51-.5552.5-;.z:z£zi5:;:j.:_:;:;:;:;;=;.:§;;:z>:-5.;'."::_i-_E,i,E¢.____,.,., because last yearl a_ . . . . . . . .. _ __ _-__|'|----- - I-----,,,, _ _ I _ _ I _ I _ . _ . - - . _ . _ . . -- _

grant of £5090 to the

WYiii-55.§.i.iffffi'i'.'.iii'""§:=i§ii:"_:§.??'fz Pride Festival was
"exposed" by the
homophobic press,
predictably, as “a
scandalous waste of
tax-payers money".
Unfortunately, the
local council was so
obsessed with
cleansing itself of
“left-wing militants"
in the run up to the
local elections, they
never publicly justi-
fied the giving of the
grant. When the
election resulted in
only a one seat

* majority for Labour,
they blamed the bad
press they had got
because of the
grant, rather than
their own in-fighting

the claustro- _ _ _ and mis-handling of
phobic and c|os_ New Brighton Lesbian and Gay Centre Organisers the Situation

eted scene, have decided to put The CP group has been approached by the
living in Brighton are demanding more than a their energy into setting up a Lesbian and organisers of this year's Pride events to run centre will open for the Pride march, and
weekend cattle market that is geared towards Gay Centre. an information centre. The temporary centre hope to secure the property on a permanent
the young, trendy and predominantly male The Centre Project group was formed in will be located at 137 Edward Street, in Kemp basis. They need all the help and support you
club goer. November 1992, and currently has a core Town (Brighton's gay village), and will be can give.

East European Lesbians and Ga
he Eastern and South-
e stern Europe ILGA con-n
ference was held April 15-18 in
Vienna, with the highest number
of lesbians and gays in the his-

tory of the Regional Conferences. 250
people, including 80 lesbians, from all over
Eastern Europe (except Romania and
Albania) got together to discuss different
issues. HIV/AIDS was a main issue.

The Conference stressed the difference
between Western and East European les-
bians again. Lisa Powell, who coordinated
the workshop on sexuality, talked about S&M
sex and vibrators, not exactly big issues for
lesbians in Eastem Europe! For one thing, it
is impossible to buy vibrators in these coun-
tries, even on the illegal market. And even if
you could, you wouldn‘t be able to find the
batteries for them...if you have any money at

1 2 bad attitude

all...A group of Russian women came in the
middle of the workshop, and left after five
minutes thinking they came to the wrong
place by mistake. Women preferred to talk
about long-term relationships, the reality for
most of them in a situation where the “dyke
scene" doesn‘t exist.

The workshop on totalitarian institutions
was lead mainly by the Russian lesbians who
have been experiencing prison sentences
and psychiatric treatments because of their
sexual activities.

Other workshops included lesbian and
gay media; violence, radical right and racism;
workshops on how to start a group; and each
country gave a country report (to be pub-
lished by ILGA),

Lesbians from Eastern Europe are very
different from Western dykes. Most don't
look "typical", they didn‘t come out with
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open for the duration of Pride (20-31st May)
providing information about all of the events
and offering a drop-in centre/meeting place
staffed by volunteers.

To run this temporary centre, the group
7.00.needs to raise £64

137 Edward St
_ Brighton temporary

‘:5?-55?? L8-G Centre

Unfortunately, the
Centre Project group is facing hostility not
only from the homophobes, but also from the
commercially minded gay scene as well, who
fear that the Centre will be in competition with
established clubs/bars/etc. The group are
clear that their primary aim is not to compete
on a commercial level, rather to fill a gap in
provision for lesbians and gay men who need
advice, information, a safe space to meet
and also a base to organise from.

The lack of co-operation from the com-
mercial gay scene and the local council
means the group has its work cut out for
them regarding fundraising. If you wish to
make a donation, want more information or
want to get involved in the group, write to:

The Centre Project, c/o The Sussex AIDS
Centre, PO 17, Brighton, BN2 5NQ

PS: Since writing this article, the Pride
Festival in Brighton has already started.
However, the council has refused to hand
over the keys for the temporary centre to the
CP group! They are still determined that the

involvement in a women‘s move-
ment, they don‘t think of them-
selves as feminists. Russian les-
bian songs were about a lesbian
marriage in a Siberian prison,
and cruising in front of a super-
market....in Moscow, which is
very different than the Tesco‘s
soft cheese counter.

All this may not seem politically correct in
the Western sense. But the life and soul of
the East has always been different; and les-
bians from Eastem Europe know that. For a
start they've decided to coordinate work-
shops themselves at the next conference.

East European lesbians also know how
to party...for there was a lot of it going on at
the conference. Real ravers were dykes from
Belgrade, Zagreb, and Ljubljana, continuing
their tradition of happy pre-war piss-ups.
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ou might not have heard of
Wendo and it's neither
something to eat nor is it a
new medicine to treat PMT.
Wendo is a feminist self-
defence art which uses and
transforms various martial
arts techniques. Wendo

means “the way of women-
women in movement" and was
developed in the 70s by Canadian
women who felt the urgent need
to give women/girls an alternative
to the male-oriented martial arts
and which is connected to and comes out of
the women's liberation movement.

Writing about Wendo for a mixed public
isn't without complications, because its
analysis of violence against womenlgirls is
radical feminist and therefore men never
had or will have access to this kind of self-
defence.

Wendo is known very little if at all in
London or in Britain, far as I know. The
women only self-defence classes I know
about are either limited to a short period of
time, or classes in classical martial arts like
karate, tae kwon do, ju jitsu, etc. It's very
good that these classes do exist and women
have got the opportunity to do self-defence in
a safe, women-only environment, but I also
think these classes lack a political context:
the complexity of violence against women!
girls determines our lives. We all have to live
and to deal with it according to our realities
and possibilities.

Wendo tries to acknowledge the different
life-realities of women/girls, which means
that:
1. More or less all women should be able to do

Survivors poetry
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it, regardless of age
2. Every woman can find her ways in

responding to male violence regardless of
whether is fully able/bodied or not

3. Black women and women of colour expen-
ence racist vio-
lence

Working with role -
play, voice and relax-
ation exercises in
addition to leaming
self-defence tech-
niques, it is impor-
tant to come to terms
with heterosexism,
sexism, racism, age-
ism, and ableism. h
They affect how
women relate to each other. In order to find
ways in which we can act in solidarity with
each other and to accept the ways we all
respond to male violence, it is imperative to
take on these issues.

@-

-

‘II

strange mixture of emotions in me,
for while I share in the pain of the
writer, I also celebrate their
strength. Reading From Dark to
Light was no exception to this.
Some poems have very personal
meanings, others talk more gener-
ally of the system that oppresses so
many people from birth. Some
show what good friends mean to
someone in crisis, others depict
total isolation, total loneliness.
Some talk of hope and optimism,
others dwell in pain and suffering.

The artwork is beautiful. As
with the poetry, each one has a dif-
ferent style, a different story, but
each one speaks for itself. I found
some of them more moving than
the poetry, perhaps because they
reflected something in me that I

1992, Survivors Press "'

ether you're keen on reading poetry or
not, I'm sure you'll find this book to be a
rare treasure. It's an anthology of poetry

and artwork by survivors of the mental
health system published by Survivors Press
lastyear

Books written by survivors often evoke a

issue 4 1- iunliul ‘I993

couldn't express in words either. A projection
of a feeling that I recognised but couldn't
have identified myself.

I would recommend this book to you as I
not only think survivors‘ poetry has a rightful
place alongside other f0lTTlS of radical poetry,
but also that the survivors’ struggle itself
should be taken on board by radicals in our
fight for a changed society.

4. Lesbians are con- Q h
fronted with homo- , zap--r—'
phobic violence. '

A further objective of Wendo is to give
women the awareness of their own bound-
aries and the confidence to formulate them.
On the whole it is not enough to go to these
classes ten times in order to leam some dirty

tricks. It is an illu-
sion to believe that
with some dirty
tricks you are
armed for any pos-
sible situation and
it is also an illusion
to believe that
after ten years
there will be no sit-
uations Which can
do you harm. But
certainly Wendo
can give you the
skills and confi-
dence about suc-

cessful ways to fight male violence.
And when I'm talking about male violence I

don't only mean the tip of the iceberg like
sexual abuse, rape, murder, but also the
sexist and pomographic ads in the streets,

This book gives a voice to people who
have too often been silenced. It's challenging,
strong and most of- all it's inspirational.

From Dark to Light 125pp, £5.95, ISBN 1
874595 00 3. Distributed by Central Books or
available from 33 Queensdown Road,
London E5 8NN. (But is this a dodgy title?
What d"you think? - BA)

or phone O21-449 7041

the way men strip-search us with
I looks, sexist comments and behav-

l iour etc. And when I'm talking about
I fighting back, I don't only mean

beating up a man, but also the ways
we can refuse to be seen as sex
objects; to refuse to be touched
whenever a bastard likes to touch
us, not to be speechless if another
sexist comment is made, to be
aware of situations when another
woman needs help. ..

Wendo is a forum where
- women not only share the disturbing

experience of male violence, but also the
strength and power we give each other
through support as well as through the knowl-
edge that we're not alone. There are also lots
of stories to tell about how women and girls
survived attacks, fought back; stories the
malestream media is not reporting and if at
all, to the disadvantage of women.

Wendo is not the thing for organising
against male violence. For some women it's
very hard to make a commitment. But for
many it is a very powerful way to dothis. The
classes can fulfil various functions: for organ-
ising against male violence, for networking
with other women's groups, or where informa-
tion is shared about what's happening con-
ceming these issues, or...

So if any of you know about these kind of
women-only self-defence classes in Britain or
Ireland, write to BA pleaeaeaeasel And in the
meantime give ‘em a good kick!

The radical feminist magazine

Q) Issue 25 Wlnter 1992/93
,,"'-,_, ¢HungerStrikes;

children's rlghfs
4- wosfrnodemlstperlls
V‘ 0Abortlon In Ireland

¢Sudanese women
unfle

0Hollywood feminism

Subs tor one year (3 issues);
Britain & Ireland ........ .. £8.50
Sqoporling Sub
UnwagedSub ............ .. ‘£6.50 '
Institutions: Inland $25!!)
Overseas .................. .. ‘£35.00

Surface mail
Worldwide ................. .. £10.00
Airmail Worldwide 5313.11)

Trouble and Strife. PO Box 8. Diss.
Norfolk. UK IP22 3X6

cassettes, CDs & records
politics & pleasure

folk, blues, world, rock, classical,
’new age’, gospel, etc, etc I

For free mail order catalogue, send s.a.e. to:
WRPM, 62 WOODSTOCK RD, BIRMINGHAM Bl 3 9Bl\l
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contact point and focus of oppo-
sition to the pit closures-—both
local supporters and groups

from around the country can visit a
camp, do a shift on the rota and other-
wise get involved. The idea of the
camps may have been inspired by
Greenham, but they‘ re very different
in that they are run by women living in
the area. They've also got caravans
and phones...so it's easier to get in
touch!

Women from the pit camps have
mounted occupations—at Kiveton
Park and Armthorpe (Yorkshire),
Trentham (N. Staffs), and twice at
Parkside (Merseyside). In the most
recent occupation at Parkside (the
last pit in Lancashire), women broke
in early moming and occupied a 260
ft. winding tower, and pitched a tent»
on top. British coal had locked a door
which stopped them from getting
down even if they wanted to...but in
any case they plan on staying “as
long as it takes" As we go to press
they are still there...

Rufford Pit Camp
We visited the pit camp at Rufford Colliery,
near Mansfield (Notts) and spoke to (Linda,
Linda M. and Audrey. Audrey had been active
in the strike of 84/85 and saw the camp as a
continuation of that fight. For Linda, this was
the first time she'd been active. “I regret not
doing anything then, l just thought because I
wasn't involved with the pits at the time, it
wasn't anything to do with me...now I regret
every minute of it!"

Now she lives with a miner, who had also
been active in 84./5. When the pit closures had
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been announced he “just went upstairs and
would hardly speak to anyone, and to see him
thatwayjustmademewantto gooutandstart
fighting! So I got talking to these other ladies
who'd been in the strike, and they had me
going,put speaking...but there was something
more that had to happen." She became a del-
egate for Notts with Women Against Pit
Closures. ‘When they were talking about
starting pit camps, Linda thought, ‘if they could
do it we could do it as well.‘

They Ieafletted all the houses in the area,
(during this mission Linda nearly got her finger

_ . __ _i_i_._ ii_.e

Fanning the flames at Haughton Main women's pit camp.
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bitten off by a Rottweiller), called a meeting on
a Wednesday night, and set up the camp on a
Thursday wiflw about 20 women.

The women faced a big challenge starting a
pit camp in divided Nottinghamshire. In areas
like Yorkshire or North Staffordshire which
been solidly on strike in '34/85 the camps have
a very strong local base. But the UDM which
scabbed in the strike still dominates in this
area."We didn't know how people would react,“
said Linda. "We've had a big response from
everywhere, but its been a bit hard getting local
people involved. “ She added, “If people who'd
been connected with the UDM come along, we
have to make them welcome it they are now
fighting the same fight we are now...as long as
they know this camp supports the NUM and
fights all closures."

Arselicks
Linda pointed out that Linda M's husband is in
the UDM, “but she has joined us, she has
come to this pit camp and we've accepted
her." Linda M. quickly added that he hadn't
been scabbing in '84/35, he joined later when
he started at Rufford. Linda M. herself comes
from a Yorkshire family with 8 members in the
pits, for her the UDM “doesn't exist", since its
only recognised by the government and not
the labour movement. “That's because the

-4

UDM arselicks". she said bluntly.
On some of the differences between now

and '84, Audrey said: ‘The most pressing thing
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then was to feed everybody, to keep
people from going back to work. And
now its a problem of them trying to
close all the pits." Are the same sup-
port networks being used from '84?
"Not so much. A lot of people with
those contacts have left the local pits.
And many in the support groups have
gone their own ways." When the new
closures were announced in October,
there was much more support
"because a lot of people realised the
strike was right in '34. There was a lot
more help this time...we used to get
spat on when collecting back then."

But much of thefirst wave of sup-
port has quieted since the beginning
of the year. Earlier Linda told me that
the camp had visitors from all over,
and the rota was always full. The
SWP put in a large presence in the
early days. "But now they don't come,
except for a couple members who are
personal friends. I think their HQ

_puIled them out, they've moved on to
Timex, or is it the teachers? It's like
we've been dumped!"

Unfortunately, some of the women
active in the strike have kept away
from the camp. Says Linda M.
“They've been through the fight and
lost. We know they held out a long
time but they they just can't

go through with it again. But Audrey's been
with us from Day 1. I wish there were more like
her, coming back to join tlfe Iiqitl"

Not Winning the Pools
At the moment they have to counter the pres-
sure the on miners to accept "voluntary" redun-
dancy. The offer of a £10,000 redundancy pay-
ment has to be accepted by the end of '93, or
else the miner risks compulsory redundancy
with no payment at all. But taking redundancy
isn't like “winning the pools", for triers are a lot
of restrictions attached to this payment. The
recipient has to live for at least a year on it, and
when it's spent he has to prove to the social
security that it has been spent "wisely",
showing receipts etc. A recent ruling decrees
that the families will not be allowed to to pay off
a mortgage with it! The house will be consid-
ered an asset and they'll be forced to sell the
house before they could receive any benefit.

As well as keeping their own camp going,
the women at Rufford have been supporting
actions at other pits. Linda took part in an
occupation at Kiveton Park pit in Yorkshire. “It
was after the men were working, so we had to
break in through the window. Once we were in
we were refused any food or drink. but all the
women came and managed to shove them in,
along with a kettle." They went along to sup-
port occupations at Parkside pit and the first
one at the Amithorpe pit office last December.

In mid-May when three women chained
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themselves to a narrow ledge at the entrance
to one of the shafts at Trentham pit, the Rufford
women went along with food and drink and
sanitary towels. Security and police had the
éirea sealed off, but according to Linda the
women managed to get around that:

"“l said, well come, let's get going, take no
notice of these security men...and we didn’t...ln
the end they finally let the pit camp women
through. But when we got to where these
women were supposed to be.there were all
these security men waiting there like bloody
Gestapo, and they put all these trucks in the
way and had all this barbed wire up. Then one
of us climbed over and then everybody started
climbing through. And when we tried to get up
to the women these security guards stood in
the way, and we tried to throw the food in to
them. And as quick as we were throwing the
food, the guards were throwing it back.

Scratch their Eyes out
Then one of the guards got hold of Rose's
arm, started pulling her ann and wouldn't let
go. The security guards started pushing again
and the next minute the women started
attacking...fighting like cats! One of the guards
got his glasses broken..."

"After all they were nasty with us..."
someone added. Too right, we agreed, make
no excuses! ln the end they gat the stul‘ to tle
women inside, who were cieertul aid sirging.

Back when the camp started there would
be a rally or march every Saturday or Sunday
in some mining community and they would go
there to represent the camp. In fact, on the
Saturday we were at Rufford we went to a
marchlrally near Trentham attended by 1000
or so. The Rufford women organised their own
march (Feb) in Rainworth that brought 1500
people out. They also hold socials—they
raised £100 at last week's social, which they
donated to ‘fWomen in Black" in Belgrade,
Serbia, a group active against war and nation-
alism. (see BA2)

A Fight For Everbody
The women say their fight goes beyond saving
jobs at Rufford pit. “It's a fight to rid ourselves
of the government—a fight for everybody, a
fight for communities. When this places closes
this village will be a ghost town." The nearby
village of Blidworth is an example of what they
want to avoid. When their pit shut down,
miners were promised jobs in new industrial
parks.

But the industrial parks usually brought
their own people with them; many were offices
and headquarters and used as storage space.
Only one local person actually was employed
there...making tea. Yuppies have been
encouraged to buy up cheap houses in
defunct villages—there‘s a mainline station,
only 1 1/2 hours to London.

How have relationships changed since this
started, we wondered, how have you been
getting on with your husbands, espe-
cially...."....when * we belong to different
unions?" Linda M laughed "I just told him from
day 1 l was with the NUM so stuff you!!...He
believes in what we're fighting for... if we can
just get him to sign over, he thinks it's too late
you see!

But you know we're all having problems,
stress-related problems. We've all been living
on the knife-edge for some time. This is not
something that's come since the 13 October;
we've been hearing Flufford‘s closing at such
and such a date for the last four years!"
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When the initial 220 left from Rufford, her
husband told her he was thinking of accepting
redundancy. “You what’??? I'm down there
fighting and your going to take your bloody
money! We actually didn't speak for over a
week over it" But his brother in law who'd fin-
ished persuaded him not to go througi with it.
“He told him that he hadn't met a miner who'd
taken the redundancy and was happy about it.
‘They all regret it. Don't do it!‘ That's the only
time we had problems. He moans if he fliinks I
come down here too much...but as long as l'm
down here when he's at work it don't bother
him. He knows I come here..."

But domestic conflict doesn't just come
from different union affiliations: “Even though
he's in the NUM and l‘m fighting for the same
thing as he's fighting for, we've got prob-
Isms...“ said Linda. There was still flak about
starting the camp and being active:

 Bloody Stupid?
said to him, We're starting a pit camp. He

says ‘where?’ I says at Rufford, and he goes,
‘you ‘re not coming down to this village
starting a pit camp! Don't be bloody stupid!'
So the pit camp went ahead and its doing
woll...and the next thing I says to him, ‘I've got
a brilliant idea! If other pit camps in other
places can have a rally, so can we!‘ ‘Don't be
bloodystupidl How can you have a rally in the
middle of the village in Flalnworth?' Say no
more. The next day l was on the phone...lt
took ten days to organise that rally, and it went
ahead. And it was one of the biggest rallies
around there was...1,500. We didn't expect
that many to be down here. We thought it
would be really difficult especially in a UDM
area. We didn't know what to expect, we didn't
know whether they'd set the bloody caravan
on fire! Because it was like that, some of them
were."

Everyone here is angry about other
attacks on living standards taking place-the
government had just announced their inten-
tions to make people pay for doctors and hos-
pital beds and prescriptions, with no exemp-
tions for unemployed and pensioners. "We've
already paid for these things, and they want
us to pay again!" And this came on top of
social security cuts, which have been felt for a
long time. Linda's daughter told us that
they've already been putting water meters in
the village—she's got one in her new council
flat—and received bills for £20 for the six
weeks she'd been there. “But I'm not paying
it." she said.

"Next thing you know the air will be pnva-
tised!" said Linda M. The women speculated
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women march in Hanley, N.Staffordshire, 16 May Photo: Sanja

that if the pits were sold off, they may be used
as dumps for toxic waste, or as open-cast
mines with disastrous environmflfltfll I'B$U|'t$
and disastrous working conditions as well.
They emphasised that the “pits don't belong to
the government. The coal is a natural asset
and its ours, its not theirs to sell or dispose of
as they feel like." 1."
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The women expressed some extremely
cautious hope that all these attacks will
inspire people to take action together, that
more will wake up so we can “rid ourselves
of the government". There wasn't a lot of
agreement over how to do it, though. Linda
still had some belief in Labour, but that was
by no means unanimous.
"Labour, you're joking....they're just leftwing
Tories!"
"Who'll run the country then, if Labour's no
goodf'
"Nobody!"
“Us!

Well, we didn't exactly work out any
strategy for ridding ourselves of the govern-
ment, world capitalism and male
supremacy. Perhaps another time...and
while we're trying to sort that one out,
Flufford pit camp needs support: “We need
women to help us cover the rota. A lot of us
are starting to get tired and stressed...and
sometimes we're just taking it out on each
other. Having more people down will give us
a break and help us keep it going! We know
we won't pack in..."

Flozanne

26 May the High Court gave the go ahead for 10 Trenthnm Colliery, Stoke-on-Trent, Stafordshire
pits to be closed and sold. So the women's pit (0782-644-467) g
camps will be needing more support, with perhms Parkside Colliery: Winwick Fld., Newton-le-
more action ahead. Contact them at the Willows, Merseyside (0925-291-799)
addresses below: Vane Tempest Colliery, Seaham, Co. Durham

Flutford: Colliery, Flainworth, Mansfield (0660-328-566)
Notts. (0623-490-O60) Taft Myrthr, South Wales: phone the numbers
Grlmethorpc Colliery, Barnsley, Scum Yorkshire below for info...
Houghton Man Colliery, Little Houghton, Bandey, Also you can contact the National lllncrc
South Yorkdiire (0226-757716) Support Network (071-386-7961)
Markham Main Colliery, Armthorpe, Doncmter, or Women Apinet Plt Clocuree, Nationd GI i ce,
South Yorkd1ire(0226-780-767) (0762-261-246)
 

lf you haven't heard much recent news about
the fight to keep pits open, its not because it
isn't happening. When the occupation at
Trentham pit took place, there were constant
demonstrations, rallies, and other actions.
The same has occurred in other areas - but
little of it appears in the national media.

Here is just one example of media sup-
pression. ln May women set up a “mobile pit
camp" outside Tory headquarters which
moved on to Parliament Gardens. A BBC
camera crew was called in and started filming,
when suddenly...Beep! Beep! went the
mobile phone. A few words on it and then they
suddenly began packing up. "Sorry," one of
them told the women, ‘we've been told not to
touch this pit camp stofl with a barge—pole.“
And there plenty of other incidents where
reporters were even covering an event, yet
somehow the news never got past the editor's
desk.

We're not ones to go about peddling con-
spiracy theories - if the realities of domination
were that simple, we'd be finished with it by
now. But something funny seems to be going
on here... l

At Flufford the women were concerned
that lesspeople had been coming lately. It
can't be blamed entirely on the fickleness and

ran
opportunism of sectarian politicos, can it‘?
Since the first big demonstrations in October,
the struggle in mining communities suddenly
dropped out of sight for a lot of people. Not
much on the news, just the odd eensy-weensy
little article stuck somewhere slightly acces-
sible with a magnifying glass... Suppression in
the media can keep efforts to fight back
localised and isolated; demoralising people
into thinking no one's interested - when in fact
no one fucking knows what's going on!

The miners strike of 84/85 had a huge
impact; many more people saw themselves in
opposition to the state as a result, and large
groups of women began seeing themselves
differently as well. lt meant links between
some fomrerly "law-abiding" workers and the
marginalised. The strike was defeated. But for
a time stability was threatened, and obviously
those in power would want to make sure there
won't be the slightest chance of it happening
again.

Yet another reason why its urgent for us to
build our own infomation and news networks
- because we won't be getting any joy from
theirs! So... everyone send all your news and
gossip to Bad Attitude or the European
Counter-Network, both at 121 Flailton Fld,
London SE24.
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Is it a safer sex guide or a scur-
rilous excuse for a bit of videoed
hanky-panky? Well, myself, I'd say
the for‘rrrer‘. ll?"ell.Se.v1' llibrrrerr is pr‘o-
duced by.‘ Pride Xiideos with the
help of the Terrence Higgins Trust
and 1 think tlreyre aiming to be a
cross-over‘ lretween a lesbian ver-
sion of all those video sex manual
things (is it porn or is it education? -
yawn) and lesbian sextral lrealtlr
pamphlet.

Goddess knows, we dykes do
need health guides that cater specif-
ically to us. All the reports I‘ve ever

Lynch's front!

Good news for all Rita Lynch
hm - her phenomenally popular
and unavailable LP is at
last available. All of those whose
mgmfi wobbled as Rita warbled on
the sourrdtrack of the film Rosebud
can now rush out and purchase a
vinyl or CD version of the object of
their lust. Phew! just in time. eh?

The LP has searing versions of
‘Call Me Your Girlfriend’ and ‘Beau-
tiful Eyes’ and a powerful cover of
‘Pale Blue Eyes‘. It's all very emo-
tional and rock and roll, if you see
what I mean. It's a great present for
the girl in your life (you!)..

After an extremely long period of
in shops suddenly and then

‘IO IIIII ltllilltlb

seen tell me that. as a lesbian. I ant
five million times mor‘e likely to
lrave something nasty (gynaecolog-
ical or other‘) go undetected than
ray straiglrt sisters. And all because I
don't get fitted up for‘ contraception.
Surely this says something about
our lrealtlr-ca1‘e system?

Anyway, Well Se,rr.:y Worrrersr has
been at number five in the Virgin
video charts but for those of you
who l1aven't seen it, here's a
review. The format is as follows:
group of quasi-celebrity dykes and
AIDS nrandarins sit around a table

__ __________ ___________n._J1.1.1.1.1.JaJ.-.-I.

disappearing without trace, Call Me
Your Girlfriend is now being distrib-
uted by a band of dedicated and
efficient women They have rescued
the records from the very heart of
the record company and are on a
mission to ensure that Rita ousts Bet
as the most famous Lynch in the
country.

They also want people interested
in booking Rita for gigs to get in
touch with them. So, to details:
Cheques, IMOs, visa etc made
payable to: Julie Taylor. Send to: 5?
Cornwallis Crescent, Clifton, Bristol
BS8 =1iPl-I Price: \-iinyl: .£fr.5(l; CD:
sru (--r extra tracks). Bookings:
(r'.r.2?2) M1285-

laden witlr fruit, crystal, silver and
china and discuss sexual health,
STDs, Safer‘ Sex and stuff. The chat
is quite specific though a bit stilted.
Many sexual practices are discussed
in a non-judgmental way. However‘
the metltod of one woman feigning
innocence and another filling her
in, though no doubt intended to
reassure those of us who might not
have contemplated these things
even while drunk, left me feeling a
bit lectured at and wildly incredu-
lous as to the asker's sincerity.

Anyway, this talk is punctuated
with women lraving a go at the
practicalities of safer sex with a
varying degree of raunchiness and
visual excitement. l Irate to be
fatuous but I must warn readers that
one of these features a terrifying
and grotesquely-slraped and pat-
terned tie.

If you're like me, you'll probably
for‘war‘d to these squelchy bits but
that is nattghty and not the sort of
beh:-rviour‘ you should be aiming

l

‘A’ Researclr on genes and human
cell st1uctu1‘e has identified one
woman as being the original ‘gene
fount' for the whole of the human
race. She lived in Africa about 500
years ago and her descendants later‘
migrated out of Africa and spread
across the world, giving rise to all
the people living today. Scientists
have named her Lucy... (very
African name!)

* The world's first woman gynae-
cologist, AGNODICE, lived. in the
fourth century BC. In an already all-
male world of learning, she
attended medical classes and prac-
tised gynaecology disguised as a
man. She was so successful that
other doctors, jealous of her,
accused her of seducing her
patients. In court she had to reveal
her sex in order to save her life. She
was charged instead with practising
a profession restricted by law to
men alone. She stood her ground
and tried to convince the judges of
her right to practice health care for
women. and was (miraculously)
acquitted!

* A Manus proverb says,
“Coptrlatilon is so revolting that the
only husband you can bear is the
one whose advances you can
hardly feel"!!!

* A woman called FABIOIA lived
in Rome around 1600 years ago.
She established a hospital where

And here’s how you do lt, girls! photo: Dana Schuerholz/Format/Impact visuals

for. As always, watching somebody
else lrave sex, like reading
someone's diary, brings both snig-
gets and a tinge of anxiety. Should I
do lltal? No way!

And then it's back to the table. I've
watched crrrefully, only a plum gets
eaten - are they anorexic? The dis-
cussion continues, covering an
exhausive list of gyno infections
dykes can pick up by way of sex
(but in an upbeat way. girls!) and the
whys. hows and whens of safer sex.

she worked both as nurse and
doctor, becoming the worlds first
known woman surgeon. . .

* CLEOPATRA, ‘the alchemist of
Alexandria’, was an early chemist
and scholar and was the author of a
classic text Clrrjvsopeia (Gold-
making), still in use in Europe in
the middle Ages...

‘A’ A Chinese woman. WEI Fl’-
ZEN, is still honoured tod:.-ty as
China's greatest calligrapher and
founder of the whole school of the
art of writing in 5AD. ..

‘A’ One of the. leading intellectuals
of Alexandria in the fourth to fifth
centuries AD was a strong woman
called HYPATIA. She invented the
astrolobe and the planisphere (an
apparatus for distilling water) and a
hydroscope (for nreasuring the spe-
cific gravity of liquids). She also
taught pltilosoplry, geometry, astro-
nomy and algebra. Unable to deal
with her success, CYRIL, the patri-
arch of Alexandria hsd her tortured
and she was m1.1rdered in AD-I12.

* A story told by the NAVAJO
peoples of New Mexico goes like
this... “First man taunted his wife
with being interested in sex alone.
His rebuke gave rise to :1 quarrel in
which she said that women could
get along without men. To prove
the challenge. the men moved
across the river‘ and destroyed the

I was initially a bit sceptical of
this video. Safer Sex has been the
area of lesbian lrealtlr, not tradition-
ally glamorous. colonised by the
trendy (and vacuotrs). l was pleased
at the range of health issues cov-
ered and very happy to see flashed
up at the end the statistics on breast
cancer‘ - currently a massive killer of
women, particular‘ly dykes.

Well Se.v-v liT"0merr is available from
leading stockists near you now.

rafts that carried them. As years
went by the women grew weaker‘:
they needed the men's strength to
produce food and they became
maddened with desire lllll. As a
result of self-abuse they gave birth
to monsters... the men too prac-
tised. perversion, but from their
excesses no evil survived. After
many had died and great suffering
had ensued, the women yielded
and begged the men to take them
back. They did so and all agreed
lrencefortlr the man should be: the
leader‘ since he belonged to the
stronger sex". So the moral of the
story is...burn those bloody rafts!

‘k JILIMI. or ‘single women's
camps‘ have existed in Australian
Aboriginal communities for years.

I-

“Here live widows who have
chosen not remarry, estranged
wives of violent husbands. women
who are ill or‘ visiting front another‘
country and all their dependent
children. In fact any woman who
wants to live free of the conflicts of
heterosexurrl society may seek
refuge i the jilimi. ll-larr‘ied women
living with their husbands congre-
gate in the jilimi in the day to talk
and plan visits. family affairs and
ritual matters. The jilimi is ta_boo to
all men, who must often travel long
circuitous routes to avoid passing
nearby. . .

Front: Rosalind Miles. The lllimrenlr
Hr'storjv oftbe llT‘irr'ld, 1989, Paladin.
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In BA3 we interviewed Kiranjit Ahluwalia where she talked about the successful
campaig leading to her release. Here, in the second part of the interview, Meena
Patel, a comrmmity worker for Southhall Black Sisters, talks about the background
of the ,for which they received a civil liberties award. Dear Reader, I want
you to pay special attention to the woman hours Meena so casually rehtes.

Throughout, MP = Meena Patel. BA = Bad
Amjrrrde.

BA: Has the campaign affected the position of
women?
MP: It's made domestic violence an issue:
Within the legal system and also at the ground
level. Women who need help are now more
aware that they can get help and about how to
get it. Its also effected a change in attitude in
the criminal justice system around domestic
violence. They’re beginning to take on board
battered women.

Striking back with a bed pan
For example. Sally Himes was recently given
a suspended sentence after she killed her hus-
band. She’§.seventy years old and she killed
her husband with a bed pan after years of
abuse. Why did they put this old woman,
bedridden,on medication. absolutely no threat
to society, in jail? She is now out with a sus-
pended sentence.- It's a shift in attitude, the
criminal justice system is looking at domestic
violence.

But judges still have the discretion the final
sany. in sentencing. Discrepancies arise. So
Bisla Singh, was given a suspended sentence
for murdering his wife, yet a woman
given five yearsy,ft.rr' murdering her husband.
BA: Did you realise the campaign was going
to have the massive effect that it did?
MP: When we heard first about Kiranj it it made
us address the issue of women who kill —in
the past we had mainly worked around
women who had been killed. It made us think
how we would take it from here; what are the
arguments around it?, what is the fault in the
law? Does the law take into account the spe-
cific differences when women kill their part-
ners? We researched on America and Canada.
\‘vl1:.tt are the laws there and to what extent can
wonren use domestic violence as an argument.

No second chances to get it right
We had to sort out our political stance on the
issue before we could even think in terms of a
campaign. We ourselves had many discus-
sions. We had to be very precise in our
demands. We couldn't afford to make mistakes
or to say ‘well these are our demands, we'll
come back with better demands later‘.
BA: So what were the demands?
MP: An immediate release of Kiranjit, Sara
Thornton and all the other women. An imme-
diate refonn of the Law of Provocation and a
thorough review of the Homicide Act and the
Criminal justice System and more resources
for women leaving violent relationships. We
were initially worried that that we would get a
bit of a backlash.—news stories about women
on the rampage, killing their husbands. We
didn‘t but we still had to be very careful about
what we were demanding of the government.

We didn't want to follow the American
example of ‘battered woman's syndrome‘. We
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had to think what it was we wanted, we
started examining the laws that exist. We
called a public meeting, in Crawley, which
drew a huge public response.

Linking up nationally
We didn’t think about how big it would get,
with all our campaigns we just go out and do it
and we’ve always had quite wide support. We
just thought we'd go out and make people
aware and change the law around women who
kill. We didn’t thifl of a national campaign at
first. Then we started linking up with other
groups like justice for Women, who campaign
around women in prison, these groups were
all around the country. Then we started
thinking about making it a national campaign.
BA: You always wanted a change in the law of
provocation?
MP: Yes
BM But with Kiranjit’s appeal two pleas were-
possible, provocation or diminished responsi-
bility...?
MP: Yes. The judge wouldn't accept the plea
of provocation, he went for diminished,
though we entered both. Politically. it would
have been best for Kiranjit to have been
released on the plea of provocation, case law
would have been established and women
could have used that plea in the future. As it
is, she was released on the grounds that she
was temporarily mad and that’s a bit close to
the american example of battered women’s
syndrome. And there are cases where this has
failed women. It medicalises women, it draws
up symptoms for ‘cases’ and women may fall
outside these boundaries.

Disappointed. . .but happy
We were disappointed that she wasn’t out on
provocation but we were happy that she was
out. And we had made that shift. And that’s
wl1at‘s brilliant, it did that and it has made
judges change their attitudes around domestic
violence.
BA: How do you think it looks for a change in
the law of provocation?
MP: Hmmm. Well it still needs a lot of cam-
paigning, research and proving that the law is
failing women. Men are able to use the
defences more successfully than women.
That‘s a flaw.

An army of killer women
We have to combat this fear that it will be
opening the floodgates to allow women to kill.
Women don’t do that. As a rule it's when they
come to a breaking point after years of abuse.
In New Zealand there have been positive
changes in the law and in Canada a number of
women, in prison for murdering their abusive
partners, have been released.

In this country we're going backwards
unless women are getting up and fighting. To
be honest without the support outside, from
the public and women's groups, from sympa-
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thetic media, it would have been a lot harder
for Kiranjit to have been released.
BA: Have you had more referrals since the
Kiranjit case?
MP: Yes, we have. I think it has empowered
more women to seek help. But then, we’ve
always had a lot of referrals and we’ve been
facing a lot of cuts in Southall, so women who
might once have gone elsewhere are now fil-
tering in here.It’s hard to say if the increased
number of women coming to us is because of
Kiranjit, though I would guess yes.
BA: The campaign was organised quickly.
MP: Yes, we had to. While that was hap-
pening, there was lots of other stuff going on
so we had to split up. We were able to
mobilise a large group of volunteers to do
leafletting and to organise petitions. But we
made sure that there was one person in the
courts every day to take notes.rKiranjit’s solici-
tors at that time would not talk to us. We’d
done research in the evenings and we offered
to give evidence about Asian women and why
an asian woman wouldnt leave home and
would remain in a violent situation. The spe-
cific cultural and religious problems. But they
wouldnt listen to us.

So one night we wrote a report all this.
Hanana used to meet [Kiranjifs] solicitor on the
train on the way to court in the morning and
she thrust these pieces of pflper at him and
said ‘look at this,read itl‘. We were trying to get
him to call us as witnesses to talk about this.
But in the end he just used a minute amount of
this letter in his summing up. He didn’t like us.
he didn’t like her talking to us. It was only
really when Kiranjit was found guilty and sen-
tenced to life that the case began to roll.

Thecasebqantoroll  
But it was hard. We were dealing with other
cases, not just I{iranjit’s. That's always the
case. At the moment it's the changes in immi-
gration law and also what’s been happening
in India, with the storming of the Hindu
temple. We manage by working nights and
weekends. But there was one point in the
Kiranjit case where I thought if I didn’t take
some time off I'd go crazy.

(We talk a bit about cutbacks in the area of
welfare and the need for organisations like
SBS:)
MP: You need somewhere you can go, tell
someone what's been happening and get
advice. Many women come here saying
they've been beaten up for ten/fifteen years
and ask what they can do about it.

The real mmning ofsupport
They'll listen to our solicitor and often they'll
take away our advice and give their husband
one more chance But they know they can
come back to us if they decide to go ahead
with an injunction or a divorce.

We accompany all women to court,
whether or not they speak English. We accom-
pany them to the solicitors to the DSS, to the
Council so that they're supported whatever
they decide to do. Quite often the police will
say there's no point in arresting these men
because at the end of the day these women
will drop the charges. We try and encourage

them to go ahead.
But it is very hard. Court cases can be

expensive and time consuming, even if you
have legal aid. Then, you might get the case to
court, get a ‘guilty’ verdict and yet have the
costs awarded against you. That happened to
us recently. And then you have the hurdle of
the Crown Prosecution Service who might
decide to reduce the charge or throw it out
completely. The police might decide to charge
a man, then CPS drop the case.

And getting an injunction. What women
don't always know is that you can have an
injunction but the only way police will come
and arrest your partner is with a power of
arrest attaclted to that injunction, otherwise
you’ve just got to go back to court “again. They
won't even charge him with assault.

Obstacle course
BA: It's like the law is an obstacle between
women and justice, even-with proper repre-
sentation. And yet, most women don’t even
get that.
MP: Many lawyers and solicitors are only there
to make money. When initially arrested, you
are offered a solicitor. Many women keep
these solicitors because they don’t know
enough about the system, how to go about
getting a solicitor genuinely interested in win-
ning your case. Often, these solicitors really
don’t care about their clients at all. They just
churn the cases out and are there to collect the
money at the end. s

All of which is indisputable, really. So you
can only really feel relieved that a group of
women are doing something that really does
challenge the way the law consistently chews
women up. And suspect they're probablynot
being paid half of what they deserve!

Anyway, if you’re interested in learning
more about Southall Black Sisters, they have a
book about them and their history, Against the
Grain, available from Southall Black Sisters,
52 Norwood Road, Southall, Middlesex. And
they are about to publish a new book about
the policeis response to domestic violence. 0
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WEIMEN AND BISEXUALIW
by sut stutter C  
SCARLET PRESS

‘ve got to admit I approached this book
with a certain amountof wariness. Though
I‘m a dyke who has accepted the fact I
have lustful feelings for members of the

opposite sex, I can't stand wishy-washy stuff
like: I am attracted to people, man (much to
the relief of any pets in the vicinityl), I'm not
into categories, man. Isn't it terrible that you
have to be one thing or the othetfloh why
can't we just love everyone? etc etc.
Unfortunately, I've comeacross a lot of that
in connection with bisexuality. j

In Women and Bisexuality, Sue George
begins to go beyond such liberalism. She
argues that being bisexual is not just sitting
on the fence, but offers the possibility of
tearing down the fucking fence altogether. In
a society where most adults must be organ-
ised into stable heterosexual couples, homo-
sexuality (for both sexes) is seen as some-
thing which just ‘happens’. Likewise, "there is
simply no place for bisexuality as a con-
scious practice within mainstream British and
Westem society as itis presently organised.”
Bisexuality can be "deeply threatening" to the
social/h et order because it blurs the bound-
aries between the deviant gay and the
normal straight.

For Susan George bisexuality is not just
‘swinging both ways‘ - where sexuality is just
seen in relation to the present partner(s) - but

rQggcT'
out at pride
eye on dykes
or send cheque for £2 to lamp p.o.

to ‘always consciously feel some desire for
one sex when loving‘ the other." No one lover
can fulfil a bisexual woman's needs there-
fore she has a “built-in potential for
autonomy".

Some of these points did make me ques-
tion some of my views of bisexuality. For one
I’d thought before that it was just the lesbian
side of bisexuality that gave it any punch, and
the straight side was simply straight. But
when e lesbian in the book talked about how
her "bisexual" relationships with men can be
very different than "heterosexual" relation-
ships with men, it put it in a different light. In
my own experience I found that was true,
maybe because my involvement with women
put me in a much stronger position.

Occasionally liberalism rears its bland little
head, especially when she talks history. For
example she writes on splits in the women's
movement in the 80's: "These debates sig-
nalled the beginnings of a split between two
types of feminism - put simplistically - anti-
pomography and anti-censorship..." But
were there only two types of feminism? What
of feminists who were anti-pornography and
anti-censorship and pro-sex? There she
accepts some false categories herself!

The way she writes about history reflects
in how she writes about recent trends in
queer politics (or should we call it queer mar-
keting’??) SG thinks "queer" is good because
it allows more openness about bisexuality.
But is that reason enough to be so uncritical?
And how ‘open’ is the scene anyway? Years
ago I got fed up with censorious and rigid les-

bian feminist ortho-
doxy, and welcomed
a radical challenge to
it. But now that rigid-
ness has been
replaced by new

DIREBTUR: ZH
his is undoubtedly Zhang Yimou‘s best film to date
Taking a refreshingly different tum, The Story of Qiu

N Ju portrays the raw and colourful village life in con

norms of how dykes
should behave/loold "
think. The old shit of
political correctness
has been replaced by
the new shit of ‘cool-
nessi

So silly categories
such as ‘lesbian boys’
multiply by the hour,
accompanied by pic-
tures about as erotic
as old socks. Cliches and yawn-provoking
reactionary shite are presented as being ‘rad-
ical’ and just oh-so-very outrageous...but
really the only outrage going on is the growth
of certain bank accounts! SG gives a
glowing account of this pretentious parapher-
nalia as the ultimate in subversion. But
somehow I strongly doubt that the ruling
classes will be losing any sleep when the
next She-Bang or 0uim“ appears.

At the same time she does put queer (and
bisexual?) culture in a useful context. She
cites a rebellion against the conformity that
grew under repressive economic and political
developments. In recent years there-‘s been
less belief in collectives, altematives, or long-
term non-monogamy. This isn't limited to the
straight world, for among lesbians and gays
there's been a tendency to couple up and
settle down, encouraged but not entirely due
to lack of housing. Queer politics developed
in opposition to these conditions. Unfortun-
ately there‘s been more style than substance
to this “opposition"...but perhaps some
starting points have been identified in devel-
oping a real one.

Well, whatever my arguments with it
Women and Bisexuality is worth reading. It
contains clearly written discussions of
bisexual identity and politics, and personal

G Yl
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temporary China. This film is of very great importance to
the perception and representation of China and Chinese
women, particularly in the light of Zhang‘s earlier films.

Qiu Ju (Gong Li) is a young woman seeking legal jus-
tice for her husband who was wronged by the village
head. What we watch is Qiu Ju’s unrelenting conviction
through the physical journeys she makes between her
home and several official sites. Qiu Ju grapples with
bureaucracy often with humorous results, as country
peasant is baffled with each higher authority she tums to.
We are left sharing her irony when the story takes an
unexpected tum. . .

The film does not tell this simple story alone. Every
visual and aural element contributes to the rich, heavy
tapestry that is the picture of rural/urban China. The feast

 Ir
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accounts. She does draw a lot on a survey of
bisexual women she conducted. Surveys are
usually dry reading and I skipped bits here
and there, but it didn't get too much in the
way. I also found the author's political commit-
ment to non-monogamy refreshing and nicely
out of step with both current conservatism
and the “if-dykes-went-cottaging-the-state
will-crumble" Iark which is only its B-side.

In the end though I wasn't convinced -
"bisexual" is just too broad a category,
ranging from a married women who might
just fantasize about sex with women, to a
dyke who has one or two flings with men. OK,
maybe I fancy guys sometimes but to me that
doesn't make the basis of a personal and
political identity. Tacking on the word
"bisexual" to lesbian/gay groups and events
just seems to be watering the message down
- that the institution of heterosexuality must
be destroyed and it is lesbian and gay sexu-
ality which is suppressed by it. Some of the
favoured modifications going around such as
“lesbians who sleep with men", or “lesbian-
identified bisexual" are just too long and
unwieldy. I prefer to call myself a flexi-dyke,
not to be confused with the bits of plastic
enclosed in fanzines! :-

Fiozanne
‘trendy dyke publications
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of cinematography and music of Zhang‘s trademark style
departs from the stylised order of Fled Sorghum, Ju Dou,
and Raise the Fled Lantern. Instead, it is transferred into
the wealth imbued within the vivid, real colours of China.

The cast consists of 90% ‘candid’ locals and farmers
from the region, and many scenes were taken with hidden
cameras in order to capture as much realism as possible.
It is also a relief to see Gong Li out of her ‘beautiful suf-
fering woman‘ role, showing a true talent.

Through Zhang‘s colour and noise, we smell and taste
a culture that permeates political structures, via the sim-
plest things, like the way people eat their noodles, or the
idioms in their language. This indeed creates the story of
a People around which the film beautifully weaves a pic-
ture. I am definitely going back for seconds - you can't
miss this one.

Cherilene Chen
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CLARE RAMSARAN RECENTLY MET WITH TERESA SALAZAR HOPE,

ADVICE AND INFORMATION WORKER AT CAMDEN LESBIAN CENTRE.
THEY TALKED ABOUT CLC'S wont: AND ABOUT THE ‘LESBIAN AND
GAY COMMUNITY’. CLC rs THE ONLY LESBIAN-ONLY SPACE IN
LONDON - AND, TO THEIR KNOWLEDGE, IN BRITAIN.

In

CR Does CLC have objectives beyond pro- TSH Ninety per cent of the time, yes, and in
viding welfare advice and counselling for les-
bians? Does it have political aims - to change
the status of lesbians in society, to change atti-
tudes towards sexuality, or is it just about pro-
viding a ‘home’ for lesbians?

TS]-I Certainly, the first objective of the centre
is to provide a safe space for lesbians to be
lesbians and however simple and humble that
may be, it’s actually very valuable. To have a
space solely for lmbians is, in itself, a political
statement.

Also because of this stagnation is lesbian
thinking, there isn’t a debate going on, about
what our demands (as lesbians) are from the
governntentr-"~-

As an adviser, I could tell you what the
needs are and what the issues are, but cer-
tainly we haven"'t got a collective view, or plat-
form, whereby we say this is what we want.

CR Does CLC act as a springboard or does it
become a ‘ghetto’ - where people just go in
and stay in?

TSH Ideally, obviously it should have a more
active role. We're not a community centre as
we would like ,to be, ie for any lesbian to
drop by and find out about things that are
going on, volunteer in the centre. to have an
input into developing resources for other les-
bians or whatever. No, it isn't that, and that’s a
shame. I think it's because the women who
come into the centre are ones who are just
coming out, or who have been having a hard
existence, usually isolated; lesbians who have
family problems - homelessness and so on.

CR So you see people more in crisis, rather
than as a whole community? ' -
OIQOIIIIIIIQIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIQ

Regular goups mug’
at the centre I

' Lesbian Line Social
lst Sat of the month, 4-7pm
30s[4=0s Group
1st & 3rd Tues of the month, 7.30-
9.30pm

- Gamma
for lesbians with[without disabilities
hd Sun of month, 2-5pm

- Camden Lmbian Workers
for all lesbians working in Camden
lst Mon of the month, 12.30-2pm

* Zamimass
a radical Black Lesbian Group
committed to social change
4th Weds of the month, 7-9pm

' Deaf & Hoary Lesbian Group
last Fri of the month, 7-9pm
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that sense it‘s wearing... it's a bit like social
services, I suppose, but a lesbian version of it.

CR What are the main problems that people
come in with?

T‘-SH The predominant number of them come
in for housing advice - because they have
been threatened with eviction because they
are not priority homeless. The fact that single
women are not considered priority is outra-
geous! Also, relationship breakdowns; in het-
erosexual set-ups the council would put up
the parting partner, whereas they wouldn't in
a lesbian relationship. And. although we are
in the 90s, young lesbians are still getting
chucked out of their homes because they are
lesbians, and I’m talking about very young
women - 1? year olds.

CR Do you think any of the campaigning that
has gone on in the last ten or twenty years
has actually changed the situation for some
young lesbians? Does it make it easier for
them to come out?

TSH I think it does, but it depends on the cir-
cles that youre in and also what community
you come from. I think it differs from what it
was twenty years ago. Obviously there are
more places where lesbians can go and be
lesbians and meet and see each other.

I think people who have been involved in
gay politics in general are a bit short-sighted,
because they measure the advancement of
people’s mentality only by those around the
block where they live or work. But actually all
the changes that we have seen. especially in
London, wouldnt be the same for a dyke in
Suffolk or Yorkshire or ya village Cornwall.
Thereis no comparison in that sense.

CR Does it give them hope that there’s a les-
bian and gay ‘community’ in London - does
that make it a bit easier for them to cope, say
in a village in Comwall?

TSH I think it does, but on the other hand
there’s the tragedy that people think that
because in London there are so many dykes,
and that we are so accepted (which is true to
some extent), they leave home in the hope
that they’ll come and live in this lovely cont-
munity, but when they get here it’s horren-
dous. On the scene there are very few things
geared towards improving the quality of life
for lesbians, eg housing coops. The scene can
be very fascistic - I can imagine what it must
be like for a young twenty year old coming to
London for the first time.

CR Do you think lesbians and gay men on the
scene in London are ‘Thatcher’s children‘ -

#'=F

that we aren’t a lesbian and gay community,
as such, just a large group of lesbian and gay
individuals?

TSH It depends what you mean by commu-
nity. If you are talking about a group of
people with common ideals and common
resources, then no, we haven’t got one. We
don’t have a close-knit community where we
all share a vision for the future. On the other
hand, there are groups where you find simi-
larities and support, .but then we're talking
about isolated pockets within thuis larger exis-
tence of lesbians and gay men.

CR I suppose, in a way, for a lesbian and gay
community to exist, you actually have to con-
struct it; because it’s not like a black commu-
nity that would spring up because people
lived in the same area, or a working class
community where it just happens through the
family etc. If you’re going to have a lesbian
and gay community, you have to engineer it
so you live in the same area, and you work
together and you know each other - you‘re
not born into it.

TSH I don’t know that you have to be in the
same area; because having a ghetto doesn't
mean you have a community, not at all!

The most important thing is finding an ide-
ological frame of reference for that group of
people to identify with and then we would be
talking about a community. It doesn't matter
where they live, so long as they unite on that
and they’re doing the same thing with the
same value reference in all those different
places.

LESB  
Camden Lesbian Centre and Black
Lesbian Group originally came from two
separate groups. In June 1982 a group of
lesbians started to meet socially in
Camden. As the group grew, funding was
sought from Camden council. In 1984
Camden Black Lesbian Group was formed
as a support for black lesbians in Camden
who felt isolated on account of culture and
sexuality. Eventually these two groups
merged and in 1987 Camden Lesbian
Centre and Black Lesbian Group came
into being.

Because of their roots (and this is
shown in the constitution) they are com-
mitted to providing space for black les-
bians only, ie events, groups, activities,
and also 50% of management committee

Terima (looking windswept!)

CR But it’s hard to do that if you haverft got
much contact, you know - if people live in
different areas - when do they form this
common base, or how do they enact ‘rt? You
have to be in daily contact with people to
have some sort of group

TSH Well, by political organising‘! ‘There are
loads of issues that lesbians could organise
around, being part of a community. We
should be demanding our rights °

TRE
members must fall their critierh
of black lesbian. The Black 1%
Group is autonomous and works ‘m deed-
oping more facilities for black mom

As a whole, they ofier a range of ser-
vices to lesbians, from counsellig and
advice to providing resources. Hang
groups use the space to meet; they also
ofier workshops, courses and events. The
centre is accessible to lesbians with
abilities. (Please phone for ac% details.) "'

Iii‘liiiililllllliliThis year, for the third year running, they
have had their funding cut, and this is
something they see as likely to continue.
So please show your support for the
centre, in whatever way you can, because ,,
only in this way can it survive and grow!
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n 14th May railway workers
-voted to accept British

y iRail's proposals and not
pursue industrial action.

The vote of members of the EMT
(Rail, Maritime 8: Transport) union
was very close, almost 50/50. This is
pretty much a defeat for rail
workers, who after two one-day
strikes have now voted to take what
BR is offerirg. H

And BR's offer is weak, to say the
least. A vague promise of no com-
pulsory redundancies for general
staffI for the next two years, and for
workshop staff for one year. Also an

equally vague promise of no major
extension in the use of private con-
tractors for track maintenance in the
next couple of years.

This. isn't likely to be much help.
The next ‘voluntary severance’
scheme starts in August (ie volun-
tary redundancy) and with 20,000
jobs to go in the next two years, if
not enough people choose redun-
dancy morewill be laidolf with no
choice. of contrao A
tors has beenincreasingf over the
past few years: as nomunirm, not .
security labour with safety,
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this is clearly the cheaper option for
BR in the long run and so is likely
to be the stuff of the future as long
as privatisation goes through.

The majority of women in BR are
employed in clerical work, though
also in other areas, including train
driving. As a nationalised, unionised
industry, BR has taken on women
in manual trades where private
firmstendtodosoless. Whenthese
jobs go, women are likely to find it
harder to get taken on elsewhere.
Y Basically, the railways are being
prepared for privatisation (planned
for April '94). This will be a com-
plete and utter disaster, both for
workers and for anyone in need of
a transport system. Obsessed with
the idea of trying to run the railways
as a business rather than a neces-
sary service (such as the Health
Service), the British government has
for years been making more and
more cuts. Thousands of jobs have
already been lost. Train services to
anywhere which isn't a profitable
commuter route have been deci-
mated And steep (vie mountainous)
price rism have meant that many
people can no longer afford to go
by train anyway.

To get a bit of perspective here,
capitalist states don't all take the
same view: France, Germany, Italy,
Japan and Switaerland all subsidise
their railways to a much higher
level than Eitain. Even in Il1€fl' own
terms, the Tories have no sensible
long-term plan whatsoever. Whilst
some might say that a decent trans-
port network is necessary to sup-
port a thriving. economy (leaving
aside ' for now what “that might
amount to), all the Torieiwmn come
up wigthis making a quick buck ‘by
selling off everything the state owns

inner
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to their business pals, getting nice
little jobs as chair of the new com-
pany, and then...oops, shit, we
don't really know what next.

The basic plan of privatisation is
to turn BR into something called
Railtrack and sell it off to a number
of private companies. Workers will
then be subject to MacDonalds style
working practices: silly uniforms,
smile at the customers, paid dirt.
For passengers it will obviously be
a complete nightmare: instead of
one national network, to get any-
where you will now have to nego-
tiate a dog's dinner of little compa-
nies. Fares will become (even
more) extortionate, more stations
will be closed, safety will deterio-

l|

e latest Govt scam to cut
t on public spending and

give themselves pay rises
(gosh, I sound like an SWP
member) is their new idea to make
the pension age for women in line
with that of men - 05. This will
affect any woman under 45.

Apparently the Govt’s main
reason for this (although we all
know otherwise) is that age equali-
sation is in line with European legal
requirements. Actually these sex
equality requirements don’t apply
to state pensions but occupational
ones andlfequalisation at 65 rather
than 60 is a breach of IE6 rules. The
EC says that where’ there is
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e Govt has a nice httle side-
e to raising the pension age

of women — the abolition of
the Wages Councils. My goodness

‘don't they hate women. Not only
are they content to let women slog it
out in crap low paid jobs and make
‘em work five extra years at it but
they are effectively reducing their
wages and pushing them into
dodgier and dodgier work situa-
tions. This means they have a
poverty line working life and not
enough savings or National
Insurance stamps for a pension in
retirement. Oooh ,marry a rich man,
girls, and lace his tea with arsenic -

safety will also be put

degree that they are
filled with expensive
boutiques and fast ‘-"'
food counters. So although they'll not be funny.
be a great place to get an 80p
doughnut or a silk tie, getting a
train you can afford to somewhere
you want to go will be more diffr-
cult. And using small stations,
especially for women, will really

rate and with the latest
plan to maintain full-
time staffing at only 88
stations, personal

at risk.
Stations will be

profitable for prospec-
tive buyers to the

r l
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inequality there should be a level-
ling up of the worse to the better
positions. What a surprise that the
Govt isn't doing that.

This is all a bit wierd though and
as usual I can't really understand
the Govfs reasoning behind this
apart from generally pissing
everyone off. You see, they claim
to be saving £3 billion by making
women's pension age 65, but this
money will only be gained over a
few decades and so not likely to
be of benefit to this Govt anyway.
Event more wierdly; the Govfhagss
spent £93 billion from 1988-9'5-acne
contribution to personal pensiom
(the new scheme where you have

youknowitmakessense.
Women, of course, still earn 25%

less than men on average and make
up the majority of the low paid.
Wages Councils exist to protect a
legal minimum rate of pay, which is
roughly .£2.5()-£5.11) per hour, for
jobs in the lowest paid sector. Of the
2.? million workers covered by the
Wages Councils, two million of them
are women. The Govt reckons that
abolition of the Wages Councils will
invigorate the economy (economy?
what economy?) by benefiting
employers and boosting output. But
this is likely to backfire depressing
the overall level of demand in the

i

So, in short, if privatisation isn't
stopped there's going to be a right
horrible mess. But how this should
be done, I don't know. I wanted to
be positive, but...

31")‘

to make personal savins all your
life for your own pemion - but
hang on, what are you paying
National Insurance contributions
for if you have to supply your own
pension - Hrnrmmnmm) The esti-
mated savings on equalisation at
65isonly£5.4billionsothereisa
discrepancy between them of £5.51
billion.

So the Govt could easily afford
to keep womens retirement age at
60, or even equa-lise at-60 but for
some reason they'd rather spend
ancxtra $5.9 billion on; promoting
personal pensions, so fl1ey’re not

at all. Very
I 1

CUIIOUS. -

economy. (No money? then you
don't buy anything, therefore you
are not stimulating the economy.
There a bit of Keynes economics for
ya.) The National Institute of eco-
nomic and social research estimated
that 35,000 jobs, probably women's
will be lost due to the fall in
spending power resulting from
wage cuts. Even many employers
recognise this and oppose the aboli-
tion of Wages Councils. So those
two million women threatened by
the loss of the Wages Councils face
lower living standards, poor housing
and poverty in old age. Nothing
changes really, does it?
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tow many people could say they
have never broken the law in their
life? A minority of the population,
Fm sure. As you’ve probably

noticed. the first aim of the law in this country
is the protection of property and the status
quo in general, with the protection of people
coming a very reluctant second. If you‘re
poor. working class, it‘s virtually impossible to
match survival with perfect leg:rlity. Even if its
only working on the side while signing on, or
not paying a TV licence, it's hard to avoid
doing it at some time.

As a result. British prisons ‘are dispropor-
tionately filled with working class and black
people. whilst those with privilege go free.
And the overwhelming rnajority are inside for
economic crimes: debt. theft. fraud.

Likewise. as we‘ve seen with recent cases
of women imprisoned for murdering partners
after years of domestic violence, the law exists
not so much to protect everyone equally, but
to protect those who already hold some
power in our society. When women defend
themselves with force. breaking the stereo-
type of passive womanhooct they are seen :1.-1
monstrous. exceptionally evil. The law of
proyocation, which ought to offer a defence,
applies only to a1en’s situations. The result for
women is guilty verdicts and long sentences.
where men are let off lernently. And for black
people, the racism which sees them as crim-
inal by their very nature ensures the very
harshest treatment under the law.

Yet, even knowing this, it still seems incred-
ibie that a ‘full one ffth of the women pris-
maers in the UK are foreign nationals con-
victed cf carrying mags. The hrgest number
of these are Nigefmn, followed by other Wcst
Africans, and Latin Americans.
Above all, are not gbig-tmle

urea usually with to support, usu-
ally in debt, who in many cases have been
deceived: either told that the only penalty for
carrying drugs would be deportation, or not
even aware that they had drugs on them.

It is also a dangerous and deadly kind of
work. In October "92 two Nigerian women
died after packages of cocaine burst in their
stomachs.

Encountering the British legal system, these
women are hit by a devastating racism. First
and foremost, the desperation of their circum-
stances and the powerless position of such
couriers within the drugs trade is swept aside
for the image of the evil and alien drug smug-
gler, exploiting and corrupting ‘Western
society. Wlrereas a white person might be
treated with some understanding, a person of
colour. especially from the ‘Third Wcrrld‘.
meets the whole brunt of dehumanising
racism and paranoia about the ‘Third \X’orld'
threat in the shape of the drugs trade.
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Never mind that these couriers are com-
pletely dispensable to anyone with power in
the drugs trade. The wlrole ethos of criminality
means that the people who get punished will
always be those at the bottom of the heap, the
ones most likely to get caught breaking the
rules, whilst those higher up remain more able
to protect themselves. The following examples
are fairly typical situations.

One Nigerian woman. a single mother of
three, was offered .i-ail!) to carry drugs by
swallowing them. She didn't know the pack-
ages contained drugs and it was made out to
be nothing serious, just a ‘favour’. She was
arrested, X-rayed, found to be carrying heroin
and given four years in prison.

Another African woman has described how
she was invited by a (so-called) friend on a
trip to England and at customs was left with
her friend‘s bags, which turned out to contain
cannabis. She was sentenced to two years.

Others, for instance Latin American women,
have described being in debt and receiving
threats from creditors to their children and
families. They were told the only way they‘d
be let off the debt was if they carried drugs
abroad. Or women were desperate for money
because their children needed operations. The
dead-end situations which force women into
this work are numerous.

And it is also worth considering why the
drugs trade is so strong. Partly, of course, ifs
just money to be made. But beyond that, with
the decimation of ‘Third World’ economies by
world capitalism and the of interm-
tional trade and bani systems, the only
commodities produced by ‘Third World’ coun-
tries with any comimem vahre are drug crops.

own‘ wesoforget‘ "_ involvenrcnt of;
‘Wmern tradeffor

0ncewidrinBritishLaw,tl1epointsofdis-
crimination against thse women seem almost
endless. One major problem-is the lack of
pre-sentencing reports. These describe per-
sonal circumstances, which may then be
taken into account to get reduced sentences.
This could be extremely important given the
circumstances of such couriers, yet for ‘Third
World‘ women reports are hardly ever avail-
able. This is panly due to the practical prob-
lems of getting the information from so far
away. But as Barbara Kastelein of Gmpo
Amiga, an organisation supporting Latin
American women prisoners, says, “If you can't
treat them equally, then you shouldn‘t
imprison them. People should be sent back, at
least for their first offence“.

Punishing siereoiyggs
Another great problem is that ‘Third World"
women get longer sentences than British
people committing the same crime, due to the
evil-and-alien images which racism puts onto

ices. and suffer c
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them. Columbians suffer particularly here, due
to stereotypes about cocaine. Added to this,
Britain has higher penalties for drug traf-
ficking than any other European country.

A third area of discrimination is in parole,
which before the Styal hunger strike was
hardly ever granted to foreign prisoners. This
added around a third more time to already
extreme sentences and was therefore a major
focus for the hunger strike.

The list could go on and
on. For instance, although
translations of information
on legal rights exist, the
Home Office never seems
to provide them. And whilst
the above problems theo-
retically apply to all for-
eigners, in practice they
affect Europeans or North
Americans far less. More-
over, in many ways these
prisoners are hit so hard
simply because they can be:
their isolation in a foreign
country leaves them vulner-
able to the worst abuses of
the legal system.
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Time inside is also double
the punishment for foreign
prisoners. There are no
visits from friends and
family and news from home
can be badly lacking, healthy baby,
leaving prisoners with ter-
rible anxieties about chil-

an abortion,
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of carrying drugs into
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women then decided to take action,
protesting not just about individual cases, but
against the whole system of their being
denied parole (whilst still being obliged to
apply for it) and their scapegoat status relative
to the drugs trade.

Grupo Amiga supported their grievances.
though not the method of a hunger strike,
which was viewed as very dangerous. But in

 —

'l‘&Col*umbi:|nwomanwassmmmedtromyearswhen
heavily pregnant. The pr-Boa auflmritim took her to have

alt she didn't want one and as a Catholic

(aftezr problems)
match-

dren and other dependentsI I
usuallvflte they
finish the first place and now often

- to look after them. Adding to

terms langrage, and the racism they face in
prison. lfitealth problems and depression are
therefore widespread.

If womenhave children with them, the chil-
dren are in effect punished too. There is now
a mother and baby unit in Holloway prison,
but women can only keep their children up to
the age of nine months. Any children older
than this are compulsorily fostered, usually
leaving them divided from their mothers cul-
ture and likely to have difficulty adapting to
life back home once their mother is released.

However, although a recent TV programme
about women drug couriers used the title
‘Mules’, this passive image does not fit the
reality - as shown by the hunger strike by
nine Latin American women prisoners in Styal
prison, in Cheshire, last April. The strike was
sparked by the refusal of one woman's third
parole application, after she had served six
years of a ten year sentence. A group of

fact it brought successes: whilst the Home
Office tried to deny the exmtence of any
hunger strike and has never admitted to
making concessions as a rwult of it, there
have been some improvements in sentencing
and parole. And a nummr of the hunger
strikers have since been granted their parole
and are now back in Columbia!

There are also organisations supporting
these prisoners from the outside. Grupo
Amiga is a voluntary group offering contact
and support for Latin American women pris-
oners from Spanish./Portuguese speaking
women. The Female Prisoners Welfare Project
has set up an office in Nigeria, from which
personal circumstances reports can be made
to try to get reduced sentences for Nigerian
women drug couriers.

Both can be contacted c.-‘o Women in
Prison, 5B Aberdeen Studios, 22-24 Highbury
Grove. London N5 ZEA. tel: (U1 226 ?.72?.

.' \-

Another contact is: Maendeleo ya Wanawakee
(Advancement of Wonren) African Prisoners
Scheme. lst Floor. The Print House. 18
Ashwin St. London E8 3DL.
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fiat Aumy,
My lover has ius gut a computer which she has
become obsessed W. She keeps it by the bed,
swbched on, and the damn thing keeps me
awake at night with its meowing. Then when
she gts she'll sit up and start tapping
away. to die computer as well.

As E this wasnt bed enough I think sl1e"s
seemg another woman. Several times l‘ve heard

mu-ttering in her sleep about some floozy
mfled Helvet ica Bold.

Our sea life is in ruins and if this carries on
m‘ life will be too.

What am. I to do? Please help.

You've got to get into hardware too. The
times are chanmg and if you don't watch
out the Helvetica Bolds of this world will
tomlly wipe you ofl' the programme. You‘ve
pt to write your own menu or alternatively
fidyoarseiahtddite.

01' course if all this fails try turning the
hmthiqoflatmght.

I've got a: bit of a problem. I've heard that the
economic climate being what it is, ie not too
good. many small businesses are going bust.
Weill, sure enough is iust what has happened
to me!" Although l try to be as enterprising as
possible. I have now found myself completely
bankrupt. -

Ii)-ear Aunty. what can I do? What is the

our
fem?’
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answer? I've been signing on for fifty million
years. I‘ve had two hundred and eighty four
restart interviews. Is there no end to it? What do
you advise?

Lots of love, A. Dolee, south London.
PS I’m beinglpanicularly lorassed at the moment.
I went to sign on very promptly one day only
three hours late and the evil woman said... Oh
God forget it. ifs not worth it, goodbye.

nce upon a
time there
was a planet

here the
figs lived.
They were not

pigs like
lite of pigs with curly
fits. bmtead‘ may ail wore

outlits with shiny
draws-oll‘ buttons and a

akrmHm on fiteir heads
_ i “ unfing the b|@ of the

Hie Elmo-breasted
ndter pig:

h he goat blue
mother

ltd lmQ: plmct many
Helen in dsgust at

In of her
Eartha pigs didn't

so in their
trey said Ashe had

iitmflre sky and gone
holimy.

behaviour of the pigs
malty was horrible. They
went all their time picking
on each other; One lot of
pigs would jump on a single
pig in the street, then bundle

into a van and beat
mam up and sometimes kill

‘they constantly
insulted‘ each other and
inssrtered* in each other‘s
Mtsiness. Una pig would

ortother pig who was
a and ask them

the car reafly belonged

plete liars.

this meant.

bruised.

want (1-13).

Then at the end of doing
something really nasty to
another pig they would give
her or him a balloon saying
‘I've met the Met‘, even
though no one knew what

Of course this was a
dreadful way to carry on andv
the whole planet was always
lighting and always hurt and

But then the pigs discov-
ered space fligwt and a partic-
ularly aggressive power-
crazy group set oft to explore
and colonise other planets.
They landed on a place
called Earth, where they
found that instead of tor-
menting each cther all the
time they could do it to
someone else.

And this is how all the
trouble started. O
— Fleprinted from Shocking
Pink, no 13 (unlucky for
some? yes, it was the last
one), either because the
story's so good (?) or
because we couldn't get any
other fiction to put in. .. so get
writing, y‘all! Incidentally, a
small number of collector's
item Shocking Pinks are still
available from BA. Send £1
and say which issue you

to. Also, they were all com-

l know how you feel. l’ve got a rutart on
Wednesday and l can't find anyone to cover
my shift for me. You sound like an expert.
Doyou have anyadviceforme?

Dear Aunty Attitude,
My lover has been telling me that our sex life
needs spicing up and we need to experiment. I
age-ed and she suggested toe sucking.
Well, I thought we were off to a bad start when I
started undoing my boots. By the time I was
only on to my second boot my partner had
smoked a fag, gone to the kitchen, made a sand-
wich, watched Brookside and returned. “What,
still not ready?” Even with assistance we‘d both
got out of the mood by the time I was ready.

Then when she got started I didn't feel a
thing! Wearing DMs has resulted in some great
big callouses. My partner was very disappointed
and told me I’d have to change my footwear. So
do I have to choose between my footwear or my
lover? To give up wearing DMs would be like
giving up life itself and I don't like trainers, espe-
cially trendy ones with the laces undone.

Toe sucking
can be fun, but
unfortunately
wearing DMs
can result in
painful foot
sores. If she
could spend
her time giv-
ing you half
hour foot mas-
sages instead
of watching
Brookside -
your allouses could in time heal and then
you'd be able to start spicing up your sex
life. Make her help you get out ofyour boots
as part of fore-play. Let her appreciate that
DMs are sexy. Why not try wearing sexy
lacy tights. You can get them on any high
street and they add glamour and style and
are definitely much more of a turn-on than
grotty holey socks that haven’t been
changed for days.
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Dear Aunty Attitude,
I have always had an unbearable urge to
rearrange fnt it bowls whenever l see them. This
has become worse over the years and I can lose
hours a day in this occupation. People who
catch me doing it say it's obsessive behaviour.
Do you know of any goup I could join to get
help?

Yes, try the FBAA (Fruit Bowl At-rangers
Anonymous). You’d be surprised how
common this has become. Many people
have been cured of this through fruit
therapy.

Dear Aunty Attitude,
I am also an agony aunt and have great prob-
lems reading many of the letters sent to me due
to their bad handwriting. This upsets me because
I know these people have genuine traumas
which I am unable to help with. What can I do?
Yours sincerely, Another Aunty.

l‘m sorry, I couldn’t read your writing...
Next.

lfyou have any problems (very unlikely, I
know - I certainly haven?) than please send
them in and our very own Amity Attitude
will answer them with sensitivity andprac-
tlcality.
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w Abortion Law ews
While the recent abortion laws in Poland have
severely reduced women‘s access to abortion,
recent laws in Dominica, in scope similar to
those in Poland, have increased access to abor-
tion. Prior to this, no legal abortion of any sort
was allowed. Now, as in Poland, abortion is
permitted if there is a threat to the mothers
physical or mental health or a possibility of dis-
ability in the foetus. However, there is no
exception for rape or incest.

Why bearing the child of a rapist or your
father is not considered a threat to womenis
mental health is an interesting reflection on the
government and the domineering Catholic
Church in Dominica.

Dominican women have created an outcry
over this recent legislation, protesting that
women have had very little say in the drafting
of the law. A petition pointing, out that as it’s
women who have children and are usually
responsible for them, then it‘s women who
should be consulted in decisions concerning
procreation - not the churches.

That it's legal to fire a woman ‘cos she"s a
woman? Yup! The Supreme Court of Alabama,
USA, rules this is so. A female radio D] com-
plained that she was fired because of her sex
and the court said - so what? The state law says
t_hat employers have the power when it comes
down to ‘personal matters’ - which can mean
anything. p

Swa:llantl:twowc|nenn|an-iaqelegal
It‘s official, two women can legally many in
the state of Swaziland, South Africa. A two
women marriage is valid as long as the parents
of both consent. One woman can delegate a
man to be the father of their children on her
behalf.

This all came to light during a recent court
case where a woman accused a man of stealing
the four cows which were to be used as a
brideprice for her intended. The judge con-
finned the legality of this traditional practise.

Super Sperm?
A clinic offering manied couples the chance to
choose the sex of their baby in January. This is
a very frightening thought. Statistics show a,
global, greater preference is felt for boys and
the future could hold even more power-crazy
patriarchs than ever before. Ug. This particular
sex-selection procedure the filtering of sperm
into ‘male’ and ‘female’ which - surprise, sur-
prise - is unproven. Blimey, can you imagine it,
all these little male sperms going ‘C’mon guys,
let's dooooo it’ while all the female ones hold
back demurely. I thought that behaviour was
learnt after birth, not before it. Anyway.
anyone fool enough to fall for this has to shell
out £650 a go - serves ‘em right.
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was extremely pleased about
receiving comments to my first
article about vaccinations. In
ithis article I will write about

tetanus, information on which was
requested in some letters.

Like these readers, I find the
vaccination for tetanus or ‘lockjaw'
as it used to be called the most
problematic of all vaccinations. The
reason for this is that tetanus is a
different disease from the others. It
is not passed from person to
person and a perfectly healthy
person can catch it accordingto all
the information I have managed to
get so far. The bacteria causing
tetanus is an anaerobic (= capable
of living without free oxygen)
organism and can grow only in
dead tissue which has no blood
supply. It is present in soil and the
intestinal tracts of farm animals. It
can be caught through open
wounds (especially deep puncture
wounds) and bums. So old
machinery, garden implements or
nails with dirt on them can cause
tetanus if aperson gets cut by
them. So can an animal bite.

The incubation period for tetanus
can be anything from two days to
some months. The first symptoms

ell, here‘s some lovely
news on the never-ending
list of tools used for the

control of women and their bodies.
It's a contraceptive and it‘s called
Norplant.

Norplant involves rods the size
of matchsticks containing levonor-
genstrel (urg? - typist), a manufac-
tured hormone which releases
slowly into the body. They are
implanted - wait for it - on the inside
of the upper arm, which I person-
ally think is a conspiracy to cause
as much pain as possible in such a
tender spot. These are supposed
to work like the pill, but you don't
have to remember to take on
everyday: instead Norplant is sup-
posed to last up to five years
(although it hasn't been on the
market for that long).

In the US in 1991 a woman eon-
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of tetanus usually appear in the jaw
and neck. In 24 to 48 hours muscle
rigidity may be fully developed. The
neck and back are stiff and arched
and the abdomen boardlike. Noise,
touch or even light can cause
painful spasms. The spasms of the
respiratory muscles can cause suf-
focation anddeath.

I have not found exact information
of the incidence of tetanus in
Britain. Leaflets from the Health
Education Authority say that it is
rare but a possibility of catching it
still exists. My other sources state
the incidence as 2.2 per 100,000
people in a year in the whole world,
0.2 in Europe, less than 0.1 in the
USA and less than 9 in Ghana with
20% (= 1.8 per 100,000) dying
there. In the USA there were no
deaths among people under 30 in
1982-84. In Asia about 8% of chil-
dren bom die from neonatal
tetanus. This is about 2.9 million
babies a year. The very low inci-
dence in Europe and the USA is
claimed to have been caused by
the high intake of the vaccination.
And the extremely low death rate
from the availability of treatment. I

victed of beating her child was
ordered by the judge to have
Norplant implanted in her arm for
three years as part of her sen-
tence. For a start, Norplant
requires medical screening and not
every woman should be prescribed
it, and certainly no bloody judge
should order a woman to use it.
Secondly, Norplant is to prevent
pregnancy, not abusive behaviour,
so how can the judge justify ruling
that she use Norplant? It has
nothing to do with what she was
convicted of.

Not surprisingly, the woman in
question was African American and
working class, which leads very
nicely onto a new scheme in the
US to stop having working class
women having children at all. It all
started with a newspaper editorial
suggesting that readers seriously
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have found nothing to contradict
these claims.

Treatment for tetanus is easily
available in the developed world. It
involves muscle relaxants, seda-
tives, antibiotics, immune globulin
and antitoxins in a low-stimulus
environment. A stomach tube for
feeding and an artificial airway may
be required.

The case for the tetanus vaccina-
tion seems stronger than for any
other. It appears to be effective in
preventing the disease, but it is not
without side effects. A reaction inci-
dence for it is said to be 3% to
13%. Swelling and abscesses at
the injection site are some side
effects. Allergic reactions after
repeated injections are also pos-
sible. Fever, abdominal pain, joint
pain, weakness and debility can
also occur. And as I mentioned in
the previous article the immune
system of older children was
shown to be compromised with
tetanus boosters. One more side
effect which is never mentioned
anywhere is the emotional trauma
caused to a young baby by this
kind of painful physical attack.
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think about requiring women on
welfare to use Norplant. Can you
believe it’? A

As a result, the Kansas legisla-
ture is considering bribing women
to use Norplant by paying them
$500 plus an extra $50per=year.
Sounds disgusting, assert it?
Apparently it is to “encourage
people to engage in a certain type
of behaviour”, ie poor women can‘t
choose what to do with their
bodies. For a certain class of
women, the state would prefer that
they don't have children.

Again, the same legislature is
proposing to enforce women con-
victed of trafficking or possessing
cocaine or heroin to receive
Norplant as a condition of proba-
tion. ls it only the fact that all the
legislature are men that‘s stopping
them castrating poor men?

It is interesting to note that in
Japan the side efiqcts of the DPT
(Diphteria, Pertussis = Whooping
Cough, Tetanus) vaccine were
reduced dramatically when the vac-
cinatioin was started at the age of
two instead of the previous age of
threeto five months. The claims
paid were reduced from 57 perma-
nent severe vaccine reactions and
37 deaths in 1970-74 to eight
severe reactions and three deaths
in 1975-80. This and the fact that a
young baby is not likely to catch
tetanus point to the age of two as
the starting age for this vaccination
if it is given to a child at all.

Other options
An alternative to a vaccination is an
injection of a human immune glob-
ulin within a few days of a serious
wound or a deep puncture. This
contains tetanus antibodies which
will attack tetanus bacteria. The
multiplication of bacteria and devel-
oping infection is thus prevented. It
will not produce a lasting immunity
to tetanusnbut its record in the pre-
vention of death from tetanus is
extremely good. It is also good at
preventing the disease.
Its advantage over the
vaccination is that it has
not been associated with
reacflons.

The most important
preventative measure,
however, is the effective
cleansing of wounds. All
foreign bodies and dead
tissue should be

pus oozing from the wound or red
streaking of the skin around it.

Vaccinating or not vaccinating
against tetanus is a very difficult
decision to make. Some of the con-
siderations are the emotional
trauma of the vaccination, the short
term and the unknown long term
effects of the vaccine, the possi-
bility of a person catching the dis-
ease, general health and well being
of a person and the availability of
effective treatment if a person was
to have a serious wound or a deep
puncture.

Any homeopathic remedies can
be obtained from the licensed man-
ufacturers:
A Nelson & Co., 5 Endeavour Way,
London SW19 9UH, tel. 946 8527
Weleda (UK) Ltd, Heanor Fload,
llkeston, Derbyshire DE7 8DFl, tel.
0602 303151

I found Weleda's Calendula nappy
changing cream extremely good.
There is also an Arnica cream
which can be used for bruises and
a Calendula cream for small cuts. I
have found both very useful.

I-S.

Even-thing you want to
know about the war in

former Yugoslavia but are
afraid to ask

' Background
removed. The Family It Intemational non/response
Guide to Homeopathy . Gender & Ethnicity,
recommends cleaning
any kind of wound with a
solution of Hypericum and
Calendula. It also recom-
mends seeing a doctor if
a wound becomes more
painful within the next 24
hours. lt states that a sure
sign of trapped infection is

' Forums for Action
Sunday 27 June, 10am—4.30pm
at Conway Hall, Red Lion Sq. s
London WC2 ~ Cost £6/£3
Full access. good food. free

creche, international speakers
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or feminists in Britain the. ‘evi-
dence’ is in the testimony of sur-
vivors wlto are app1‘oaclting our

organisations for support. The last few years
ltave seen survivors approaching Rape Crisis
centres, Womenis Aid refuges. and incest sur-
vivors projects across the country. Fifteen
years ago fewof us could have believed that
the sexual abuse of children was a daily
reality in millions of homes. Survivors pro-
vided us with the evidence — not througlt pro-
ducing forensic pltotograplts and successful
prosecutions but by talking and writing about
the reality of their cltildhoods. Ritual abuse
survivors are beginning to do the same.

If Freud had been a1‘ound today. he would
ltave probably invented a ‘Hecate complex’ to
explain the widespread ‘fantasies of clients
that they had been satanically abused. Fear
and denial surrounds ritual abuse amongst
social workers. police officers and therapists. I
used to shake every time I told someone that I
was supporting a survivor of ritual abuse.
More than anything I was afraid of disbelief,
secondly of rejection by friends and political
allies and thirdly of their possible disgust, dis-
tress and panic. A dilute dose of the ten‘or that
must beset survivors who dare to tell. And yet
it is not so hard for feminists to believe ritual
abuse exists. Years of work around sexual vio-
lence. the pornograplty industry and the part
religions play in the oppression of women
prepare us for understanding ritual abuse.

Ritual, religion & power
Most sexual abuse of children is ritualised in
some way. Abusers use repetition, routine and
ritual to coerce children into the patterns of
behaviour they require, to instil fear and
ensure silence. Nursery rhymes, prayers. bath-
times or ter.ldy bears might be used like this
by an an abusirtg father: gifts, secrets, elabo-
rate games. dressing up and taking pho-
tographs ntay be part of a paedopltiles ritual
preparation of a child for abuse. The sexual
abuse of a child is never a random act of lust:
it always involves thorough planning and
preparation. _

A child sex ring organises as a group to
abuse children and usually produces pornog-
raphy as pan of the abuse. Such pornography
is bought by other abusers and used to pre-
pare both themselves and their victims for fur-
ther abuse. Some groups use elaborate rituals
to terrifv and silence children, to convince
them of the absolute power of their abusers.
Religious beliefs and practices may be involv-
ed. Christian or pagan, gods or demons can be
enlisted to-serve the abusers’ ends. An animal
may be tortured or killed, to show that power
even over life and death is in their hands.

Horrific though thisis it is belie1_vable enough
to tttostt petople}? "Tlte purpose ..Sifit%;;tts cleargtto
Sllin and mainltaisn accesssto cl-tildren int-sorder

24 bad lttltuclo

to exploit them sexually. To most people, it
seems a long way from the ‘unbelievable’ sto-
1‘ies of children taken nightly to covens where
they are ritually tortured, subjected to multiple
rape and forced to watch or participate in

politics of ritual abuse. Elizabeth Rose, a ritual
abuse survivor writing in Ms magazine
described her experience as follows:

"In rhero-rlc. women seemed to beheld in
high esteem - but the reality wasjlrzr dif-

ritual murder. Where the purpose is erppan ferent. Women were maligned, humili-
eurl_-tr worship of devils and demons. Where
generations of the same families may have
practised such atrocities as a religion, as a
way of life. Yet these two systems of abuse
are not so very‘ far apart either practically or
ideologically.

At the level of international crime, the trade
in pornograplty, drug trafficking and arms
deals are closely interwoven. (Ask Interpol,
ask Linda Lovelace). And no power structure
consists of a dozen clever, wicked men sitting
atop a huge pile of money. The supporting
structure consists of layer upon layer of cor-
tuption and coercion. in the sex industry, in
the military, in quasi-religious secret organisa-
tions and in families. The Klan, the Mafia and
organised Satanism have a lot in common -
including ritual murder. Seen in this context, a
child porn ring is no more ‘just a bunch of
perverts‘ than a Klan group is ‘just a bunch of
racists‘.

The abuse by women which ritual abuse
survivors report has been difficult for people
to accept, while for others it has been ‘proof’
that a feminist analysis of sexual violence is
outmoded. For feminists who have constantly
struggled with our societyis tendencies to ‘nat-
uralise’ nunurance and non-violence as essen-
tial female qualities and then to demonise as

Manchester Rape
Crisis Line

OPENING HOURS
Tues 2-Spm Wed 6-9pm
Fri 2-Spm Thur6-9pm

Sen 6-9pm

‘non-women’ the Myra Hindleys or the nurse
Beverly Allitts, this is familiar territory. Our
understanding that ritual abuse occurs within
our deeply racist and patriarchal society is a
starting point for making sense of. not
denying, the abuse perpetrated by women.
African feminist campaigns against female
genital mutilation - performed by generations
of women on their daughters - or the work of
feminist historians like Claudia Koonz,
analysing the roles of women Nazis as tor-
turers in the concentration camps and propa-
gandists for theThird Reich, provide plentiful
starting points for understanding the sexual

med and abused. A woman ‘s value in the
cult was based solelt.-r on her se.*t:‘tralrTry.-
either he-r ability to lmzte imercorrrse or to
bejbrfile and bear‘child1‘erz. "
There is considerable debate in the litera-

ture from Nottlt America about whether all
ritual abuse is ‘Sat;-tnic’ and whether the belief
system survivors report being indoctrinated
with is only a ‘front’ for child abuse and
organised crime or a ‘real religion’. I don’t
pretend to know the answer to this, bttt nor
does it appear to be the key issue for sur-
vivors. More important is our ability to accept
the abuses which sunivots are reporting.

Programme of torture
Ritual abuse survivors commonly report that
their abuse began at birth, that their parents
and grandparents were cult members. They
report physical, emotional and sexual abuse
on a daily basis; abuse which intensified
around the periods running up to important
rituals (their birthdays, Easter and the sol-
stices. for example). The tortures they have
endured include being deprived of food and
sleep, being held under water, given electric
shocks, being forced to eat vomit and excre-
ment and being burned and beaten. Such tor-
tures and the terror they induce are intended
to reduce resistance to cult indoctrination and
develop the child’s endurance and dissocia-
tive abilities.

Ritual abuse survivors report sexual abuse
front family members and strangers. men.
women and other children; at home, in rituals
and for the purposes of pornography and
prostitution. They also report having to hurt
others from early childhood.

Emotional abuse includes being deprived of
any affection or care they could trust and of
being encouraged to love something, an
animal or child, for example, only to be
forced to later kill or abuse it. In order to sur-
vive, many children developed the capacity to
‘split’ and develop other personalities to con-
tain some of the pain. Others learned to sup-
press all knowledge of abuse from their con-
scious minds.

It is not easy for sun=ivo1‘s of ritual abuse to
find the support they deserve. Some seek help
when they are trying to break away from the
cult and yet may be terrified that no one will
believe what they have experienced and that
no one is ‘safe enough to tell. They may need
safe housing, regular counselling or therapy, a
network of friends and supporters who can
help them stay safe, and contact with other
survivors. At present there are few people in

this country with much experience of sup-
porting such su1'vivors. (There is a network of
therapists, foster carers and social workers
called RAINS with about 140 members. see
end of article for details). Some survivors are
seeking help from feminist support services
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SUPPORTING SURVIVORS OF RITUAL ABUSE

such as Rape Crisis and \ll/'onten‘s Aid. but this
raises particular issues for these organisations.
Some of the issues we need to begin to dis-
cuss are: _
rk Are we able to provide the on-going,
intensive support such survivors need?
1k If not, then how are we going to change?
Or how do we develop new links and ser-
vices to meet the need elsewltere?
1k How are feminist organisations going to
use the knowledge we are gaining publicly
without losing both credibility and funding?

Sara Scott

Sam Scott has been rt counsellor‘ and rralrter‘
wlth Marrchester Rape Cris.-is for the past eight
yams.

One specialist, survivor-led organiisation exists
to support ritual abuse survivors. SAFE pro-
vides a helpline open 6-9pm Wednesday to
Sunday and training and consultancy to
workers. So far this vital work is entirely
unfunded. Even the sntallest of donations
help and a regular standing order of a few
pounds a month would be invaluable.
Contact: SAFE. 5 Lumley Walk, Amesbun__.‘.
Wilts SP1 78B. Tel: 0980 625990.

lf you are currently supporting a survivor of
ritual abuse you can contact the Ritual Abuse
Information Network and Support (RAINS)
via Jeff Hopkins on 0782 62111.

Further Reading
e Our of Darlmess.- Exploring Srrtrr 1'2 ism
rt-ml Rlrtml Abuse, David Sakheim and
Susan Devine. Lexington Books, 1992
1- The Courage to Heal: A hrmdboole for
adult szm-'itrors ofsexual abuse, Ellen Bass
and Laura David. Harper & Rowe, 1988
It Blcrsphemous Ru H1014 rs, Andrew Boyd.
Prism Press, UK 1991 .
v U22-lied we Stam:l.- A Boolefor People with
Multiple Persomrliries, Eliana Gill. Launch
Press, USA 1990 s ' 9
~ Srzrrmls Children. Robert Mayer.
Putnam, USA I991 S
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Greenham Common, those long-gone days of women's protest...or so you might
think if all you read were the malestream papers. But in fact the peace camps at
Greenham Common haven't gone anywhere, their philosophy being that as long
as there are nuclear weapons, they'll fight against them. The following report
comes fromYellow Gate, one of several women's camps at Greenham which
contintue to offer resistance to Britain's war industry.

ou've probably heard of the peace
camp on Greenham Common and if
you're well-informed you'll know that
Cruise missiles have gone, but the

peace camp struggles on. If the state s white-
wash hasn't stuck than you'll also know that
512 Trident nuclear warheads are being
manufactured at nearby atomic weapons
establishments, Aldennaston and Burghfield

Now, if you follow the well-established for-
mula involvinglnuclear atrocities and women
experienced in taking non-violent direction,
then the only possible outcome is continued
and consistent resistance.

Women at Yellow Gate recognise that Britain
plan to possess more than 400 more nuclear ,_ , _ _ g , t , i, __, Y,  _ ,1; il1‘@'*‘?‘* 1' 7 Y? ii“>11‘"2itT?‘***1':'*"'*1":W-- -- - ;-5.3- ' " _-‘-if-;'__':;-"' :' " it-3:‘-" ‘E it: " It-.;-I' _;-_‘ _ ;:_.l:- ' " ' _' }_E§_ ___ .__ I __ _ 1' - ‘l: T - ' _ ' _missiles than were lodged in the siloes on
Greenham Common at the height of the cold
war. Experienced logical thinkers, we reckon
this is a con and amounts to little more than
disastrous nuclear proliferation. Practised
activists, we're going to put a stop to such
escalation.

Six convoys of completed warheads have
been transported to Faslane. Scotland,
where the nuclear submarines are based.
They have not gone undisrupted. Convoys
leave from Burghfield every month, and
every month women from Yellow Gate
oppose the convoy non-violently. This
means, for instance, that women go into
Burghfield to breach the security protecting
the missiles and convey their disrespect for
the nuclear state. This may not sound like
very much, but l can -assure you that people
in high and murderous places get very wor-
ried indeed about it. Whilst in custody, after
taking non-violent direct action, a woman
heard one of the police involved in her arrest
say that Special Branch had rung him up to
ask what happened. We certainly make our
voices heard!

On the way to Scotland, the convoy stops
ovemight at RAF Wittering, and guess what?
It doesn't stay uninterrupted. Women follow
the missiles to Wittering, which is between
Northampton and Leicester. There are no
bye-laws on this base, so trespass is not an
arrestable offence. Last month, women from
the Yellow Gate peace camp set up a peace
camp outside the base, as well as taking
action inside, and we would like to be able to
do this on a monthly basis.

‘ i

Whilst three women were entering the base
last month a soldier who has seen them
approaching the outer security threatened
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twice to shoot them. The women shouted
back at him to keep calm but he kept his gun
trained on them, despite the factthat they
posed absolutely no threat to him and were
nowhere near the missiles. lt took some time
for the MoD police, who are the only ones
with powers to remove women from the base,
to arrive. Women instructed the police to tell
the soldier to put his gun down, and it took
several attempts by the police before he
would do it.

We were obviously very disturbed and
shocked by this incident, which happened on
April 16th 1993. There are so few people
speaking out and taking action against
Trident (although I did hear that last month's
convoy got painted after it left Albermarle, its
last stop before Scotland) that we are placed
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Greenham's history: arrests as women blockade gates in support of women being tried
at Newbury Court, where 38 were jailed. Feb‘83 photo: Brenda PrincelFormat

and the driver who killed Helen; the driver
who was a policeman. t

l never ever want to go through" a situation
like that again and I never want the army to
get away with shooting unarmed civilians. We
have to do what we can to protect ourselves,
but we can't do it alone. It's up to everyone
who cares about the future to stop the
increasing militarisation of society in its
tracks. There's no turning back from the
murder of unarmed civilians by a state

l
l
l-
l
i

“Greenham Common women's peace camp in '82 photo: Brenda PrinceIFormat

in the position of dissidents, somewhere
below and outside the protection of
respectable society and its politics.

i __.

"In.

From experience, we know that it's very diffi-
cult even to get information out. Nearly four
years ago, a woman who lived at the peace
camp. Helen Thomas, was killed by a police
horse-box as she waited to cross the road.
The inquest and subsequent judicial review
completely exonerated the driver andthe
press was only too happy to print the police's
lies, which blamed Helen forher own death.
No one was willing to believe that it was the
driver who was going too fast, the driver who
had time to see Helen, the driver who didn't
slow down, the driver who came too close

authority, which has already happened in
Northern Ireland and Broadwater Farm
housing estate. We can only move forward,
to peace in the spirit of resistance.

Here's how you can help:
- Write to the Defence Minister telling him
that you're aware that three non-violent anti-
nuclear activists were threatened with being
shot. Tell him you think this is completely
intolerable and try to get him to ensure it
won't happen again.
- If you want to be on our mailing list, to
receive details of court cases, forthcoming
actions, the monthly convoys and events
such as the Hiroshima/Nagasaki Days fes-
tival and non-violent direct action, send your
name to: Yellow Gate Women's Peace
Camp, Greenham Common, Newbury, Berk-
shire HG14 7AS.

- lf you'd like a copy of our newsletter, which
includes inspiring details of how Katrina
Hawse fought and won a libel case against
The Sun without legal aid or representation,
send an SAE and £2 to the above address.
- lf you want the chance of a lifetime to par-
ticipate in the work of an internationally
renowned women-only peace camp and gain
invaluable experience of post-cold war dissi-
dence, any woman is welcome to stay for as
little or as long as she likes. You get there by:
1) taking a bus from the Colonnades (round
the comer from Victoria) to Newbury bus sta-
tion, 2) taking the number 302 bus from
Newbury bus station to Yellow Gate, Green-
ham Common.
- If you're nearer to Wittering and want to be
involved in the monthly peace camp, when
Trident's in the base, write to the camp for
details of how and when to get to Wittering.
- If you can afford it, send a donation to
enable us to persist in our resistance.

Rosy Bremer

- There's also a women's peace camp at
Blue Gate, which can be contacted at the
above address, and sometimes also at
Green Gate. All the campls welcome women
visitors! (By the way, BA has tried to articles
from other gates at Greenham, but with no
success - so if you want coverage, get
writing, girls!)
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n April 1st 1995 the -hated
Poll Tax was replaced by
the Council Tax: a peculiar

mixture of Poll Tax and property
tax. After :1 sustained cantpaign of
non-payment and active resistance
to the Poll Tax the. new tax still
seems grossly unfair as the last.
perpetuating the system of the poor
subsidising the rich in a growing cli-
mate of_ poverty and cuts in local
services.

The one vital difference between
the Poll Tax and Council Tax is that
instead of one charge per person,
there is now one tax per property:
this tax being based on the value of
the property.

Properties have all been placed in
one of eight bands on a charging
scale depending on the market
value of the property in April 1991.
It would seem like the cheapest
estate agents in the area had a
quick look and placed all properties
in the .area into one of the eight
bands.

I don't wunnnu go to Chelsea
Here comes the catch: all properties
were included and banded. This
rneans that people face a charge
lxtsed not on their ability to pay.
but on the value of the property
they happen to be living in. regard-
less of whether they are owner-
occupiers, council tenants or squat-
ters etc. l have known people living
in small one-bedroomed Housing
Assochttion properties receiving
bills for ii-l,5t_1t_l because they were
unlucky‘ enough to be allocated a
flat in the Borough of Kensington
and Chelsea.

To confuse the issue further. there
is a hierarchy of liability; that is,
which people in a household have
the legal duty to foot the bill. The
‘liable person’ is whichever resident
falls into the highest category on
this list: freeholder, leaseholder,
tenant. licensee and then any other
resident. eg squatters etc. If you
rent from someone vi-'l1t;i lives with
you and they own the property then
they are liable to pay, not you. lf
you're squatting then you are liable
becattse no one on the hierarchy
(listed above) is resident. if a place
is empty then the landlord or free-
holder will have to pay. Bizarrely,
for an owner with an empty prop-
eny, it will actually benefit them to
have the place squatted, thus
avoiding having to pay tax on it!

Son of Poll Tux
it is this personal liability element of
the Tax that is similar to the Poll
Tax. If there is more than one resi-
dent on the same rung of the hier-
archy as another they are both ‘joint
and severally’ liable, regardless of
whose name is on the bill. This
means that if the named person on
the bill fails to pay, then. the rest are
liable forthe full amount plus any
arrears.’ As councils have no power“
to write off debts, even if the other

Take a deep breath: it's scary, it's complicated, it's the...

 __

person dies and the joint liable tax
payer has had no income. This
could mean that women, for
instance, whose partners have left
could be liable for bills that they
thought had been paid.

There are a few exceptions to the
residents liability to pay. For
instance, if you live in a student hall
of residence or somewhere where
all the residents are students then
the property is exempt from the tax.
Also, where a house is in multiple
occupation - ‘HMO’ (the jargon fora
bedsit, shared house, hostel or B+B)
the landlord is liable not the ten-
ants. For people living in hostels
this is all fairly clear cut. However,
for those in privately rented or even
squatted properties, trying to per-
suade mindless council officials that
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tackling your landlord.
Tenants in HMOs who moved in

before 15.51..-'89 and have their rent
registered with the Rent Officer
can't have their rent increased
under any circumstances.

The Benefits
There are a series of complicated
discounts and benefits for those
who are on low incomes or who
live alone which, like our existing
benefits systems, are conveniently
tailored to befuddle and preclude
people from claiming their rights.
There is a melee of ‘invisible people
discounts’, benefits and transitional
relief.

\lv"orking through them as simply
as possible. the scheme will work
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you live in an HMO, and therefore
are not liable to pay, will no doubt
be a nightmare. Thi‘i'l'k about it - you
may well be l-iving. in an HMO.
Court cases have established the
definitions of HlvIOs, so anyone
living in a shared. house should
argue this. Organisations like
Shelter or Campaign for Bedsit
Rights may be able to provide info
on this issue.

To compensate landlords for this,
the government has issued new
powers for landlords of certain
kinds of tenancies to raise the rents
(ostensibly to cover cost of the new
tax), where previously they could
not. The only time when landlords
can't do this is when you have a
‘fixed term contract‘. However, as
soon as the fixed term runs out
then I am sure the rent for the next
term will rise. If you get Housing
Benefit you will be able to claim for
this sort of rent increase. Before
paying any additional rent to your
landlord, check first with the
council to find out how much he
pays to see if you're paying your
correct share. If you're not a very
secure tenant, get advice before

- _.:.s:" L,

as follows, but do seek advice from
a Citizens‘ Advice Bureau or free
advice centre if you need any help.

Discounts
Council Tax is based on the
assumption of two adults. (how
cosyill living in each property. If
you live alone your bill will be
reduced by .25%. If there are more
than two, your bill stays the same.
However, certain members of your
household are considered to be
invisible and are ignored when cal-
culating the bill. These are people
like full time students, student
nurses, apprentices and trainees,
people in prison, hospitals, live-in
care workers and members of reli-
gious communities. If everyone in
the house, including you, falls into
these groups then the bill is
reduced by 50%. lf all but one are
invisible‘ then there is a 25% reduc-
tion.

Benefits
People with disabilities
Only people with disabilities who
have had their homes adapted can
have their properties moved down

__ 

a band and their bills reduced. So if
you are having to cope in a home
without special facilities you will be
penalised by having to pay full tax,
unless you qualify for ordinary ben-
efitt

Main Council Tax Benefit
People who receive Income
Support will no longer have to
make a 2t.l% contribution - they will
get a 100% rebate. The council
m;.t_v deduct this automatically if you
were already on the Poll Tax reg-
ister. If you weren't on it, claim
Council Tax benefit from the
council as soon as possible as it is
difficult to get claims backdated.

All others on low incomes who
are jointly liable for bills can also
claim Council Tax rebate. but this
scheme is less generous than the
Poll Tax benefit scheme. For every
pound that is earned above the
income support levels you will be
expected to contribute more than
before. There will of course be
deductions from vour benefit for
non dependants living with you.

SecondAdultRebate
This is an altern;.1ti\"e tjouncil "lax
benefit. It can be paid instead of.
but not as well as, main Council Tax
benefit. lf you are entitled to both
you will get which ever is the
higher.

Basically. it enables you to
reduce your bill if there are others
living with you. who do not have
liability for the bill but who are on
low incomes. Your bill can be
reduced by up to .25“-"Iii. This is to
compensate you for not getting the
25% off for living alone;

Transitional Relief
This is supposed to protect people
from huge hikes in their bills from
the Poll Tax, but those who will
benefit are the wealthy. It is based
on what the government estimates
that you paid. People in the bottom
band (A) should not have to pay
more than £91 more than the total
of all the residents‘ combined Poll
Tax bills from last year. However,
people in the highest band (G),
although their properties are eight
times more expensive than those in
band A, will not have to pay more
than £182 more. Here we see the
same unfairness of the poor paying
proportionately more than the rich
being imported from the Poll Tax.

You do have the right to appeal
against either your designated band,
being designated as the liable
person, the level of benefit awarded
and/or having been included when

you should have been ignored.
As with the Poll Tax, councils are

still making major blunders which
cost thousands of pounds - like
Kensington and Chelsea, who it is
rumoured have sent out 5._tftt')tjl full
bills and payment books to those
alread.y getting ltillflii--it rebate.
causing those who received them
confusion and stress. On the other
hand. mztnv have still not been
billed at all.

With a tax that is still shrouded in
deliberate complexity, it seems
unlikely that we will see the grati-
fying community resistance against
it as with the Poll Tax - although
people can still be imprisoned for
not being able to pay. This tax will
hit those on low and middling
incomes, those in social housing,
those in newly gentrified areas and
low income home owners. There
will also be certain ethnic groups,
who are on low incomes but due to
cultural reasons prefer to owner
occupy, who will face enormous
bills, few reductions and simply will
not be able to pay. There will also
be the silent mass of people whose
rent increases to foot their land-
lord's bills who will not be able to
afford. to renew their tenancies ilI1(l
those with disabilities penttlised for
living in unadapted homes.

Once. bitten. . .
Unforuinately the groups hit hardest
are disparate and isolated: they are
not groups that will ally themselves
with each other easily. We have
been divitled. The Tories have been
bitten by a dog called solidarity
once before and I am sure that it is
no accident that the system works
as it does to divide- The only
answer is to organise ourselves
again, and even if we no longer
have a liability to pay we should
support those who do in the face of
this still unfair tax.

Nellie Goosekeeper
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part I: part 2 follows next issue!
i The Ace Project (AIDS Care Education
Project) Provides local support, advice, training,
education and information in the boroughs of
Croydon, Sutton and Merton. The ACE Centre,
Queens Hospital, Queens Rd, Croydon CR9 2PS
Tel: 081 665 5000

1: ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power)
Direct-action group campaigning to improve sup-
port for HIV/AIDS research & people with HlV/
AIDS. do 12-14 Thornton St, London SW9 0BL.
I1 AIDS Ahead Counselling and support services
for deaf people. 144 London Rd, Northwich,
Cheshire CW9 5HH Tel: 0606 47047/0606 330472
(minicom) London: 081 34891957081 342 8791
(minicom)
in The AIDS Education And Research Trust
(AVERT) Medical research projects and education
programmes. 11 Donne Parade, Horsham, West
Sussex RH12 IJD Tel: 0403 210202
=I= AKIRAH Care, counselling and info on issues
of HIV/AIDS for African, Caribbean and Asian
people. Riverhouse, Furnival Gdns, off Rutland
Grove, London W6 Tel: 081 741 4772 (noon-5pm
Thursday)
1! Black HIVIAIDS Network (BHAN) Counselling
in Bengali, Gujerati, Hindi, Swahili, Urdu and on
arrangement in Arabic, Amharic, Cantonese,
Punjabi, Thai, Vietnamese and Chinese dialects.
111 Davenport Rd, London W12 8PB Tel: 081 749
2828
t Blackliners HIV/AIDS advice and support for
African, Caribbean and Asian people. PO Box
1274, London SW8 Tel: 071 738 5274
=l= Body Positive Support, counselling and advice
for people who are HlV+. Keeps up-to-date info on
nationwide services and of Body Positive groups.
5lb Philbeach Gdns, London SW5 9EB Tel: 071
8351045 (office hours)/071 373 9124 (7pm-lOpm
daily)
in Body Positive Women's Core Group National
group that meets monthly at the Body Positive
Centre to provide; mutual support and to plan
women's responses to HIV/AIDS. 51b Philbeach
Gdns, London SW5 9EB Tel: 071 8%1045
ii The Food Chain London-wide organization
providing hot meals to housebound people with
HIV/AIDS and carers. Tel: 071 2501391 (currently
weekends only)
it Hackney HIV Resource Centre Collection of
books, magazines and leaflets on HIV/AIDS and
related issues based at Stoke Newington Library,
London. Details from the Health Promotion Unit on

E erything ou need to no to
l0l( you don't really neeil to know anything, except that boys are a bit sill

081 533 0297

it Haemophilia Society Information, advice and
support for anyone who has haemophilia. Plus
special representation of people infected with HIV
through using Factor 8. 123 Westminster Bridge
Rd, London SE1 7HR Tel: 071 928 2020
it Immune Development Trust Registered
charity providing holistic ueatments for people with
HIV/AIDS, cancer and other immune-related ill-
nesses. The Basement, Gatestone, Cromer St,
London WC1H 8EA Tel: 071 837 2151
it |mmunlty's Legal Centre Free full-time spe-
cialist legal centre for anyone with legal problems
connected to HIV/AIDS or related conditions. 206a
Kilburn Lane, London W10 4BA Tel: 081 968 8909
(1 Oam-5pm weekdays) S
=I= The Landmark Day centre for people with
HIV/AIDS. Holds open women-only evenings each
Weds. 47 Tulse Hill, London SW2 Tel: 081 671
7611 Referrals: 081 678 6687 Admin: 081 678
6686
it London Lighthouse Centre for all people
facing the challenge of AIDS. Counselling, drop-in
facility, play group, creative-writing classes, resi-
dential care, training. Support groups include one
for women with HIV/AIDS each Monday (7pm-
9.30pm) and a mixed group on Tues (starting at
7pm) for people who have just found out they are
HlV+. 111-117 Lancaster Rd London W11 1OT Tel:
071 792 1200
is Lothian Health Board HIVIAIDS Team 1
Drumsheugh Gdns, Edinburgh E3 700 Tel: 03
225 1341 x2298
1- Malnllners Support groups and advice for
people with HIV/AIDS who are, or have, been drug
users. 205 Stockwell Rd, London SW9 9SL Tel:
071 737 3141
It Meditation Group For people with HIV/AIDS at
the London Buddhist Centre, 51 Roman Rd, E2.
|I'lfO on O31 931 D091

ill Mildmay Hospital Mission Convalescence,
respite and terminal care provided by an indepen-
dent Christian charity. Plus day care and 24-hour
cd-out i'tCl'l'l&C3I€ service, covering City and East
London. Mother-and-baby rooms available.
Hackney Rd, London E2 7NA Tel: 071 729 2331 or
D71 739 9351
it Names Project British arm of the worldwide
quilt memorial to individuals who have lost their
lives to AIDS. 86 Constitution St, Edinburgh EH6
6RP Tel: 031 555 3446 Quilt-making sessions at
London Lighthouse (see above) each Thurs
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a Riot Grrrrrl
ii

lint here's sonie info anyway)
20008-D202, USA.V Get your riot grrrl fanzine seen all over the

place! A bunch of grrrls in the USA have decided
to set up Riot Grrrl Press. So instead of lots of
girlies all over the place making brilliant fanzines
and these then being seen by only a titchy number
of people, they will reprint lots of fanzines and
other riot girly types will be able to order them from
this one central place. So networks can be built
and rioterrrs won't be isolated!

What you'll have to do if you want them to print
your fanzine: send them a ‘flat copy‘ of every
fanzine you've every made - not just current
issues, but old ones too. Apparently a flat copy is
an exact copy of your original before it's been
folded or cut. (If your fanzine is in colour or an
unusual size or otherwise hard to copy, they say
they might need to buy printed copies from you
instead of printing them themselves.) And they
also want a description of each fanzine so that
they don't have to make up inaccurate descriptions
of them for you.

Anyway if this is confusing, get in touch and
they'll be able to make, it all clear: Riot Grrrl Press,
c/o Riot Grrrl, PO Box 11002, Washington, DC

Issue 4 1-» lunllul 199:;

V A new riot grrl fanzine! called Violet. (There's
a picture of Violet on the front, she looks very sad,
maybe you should find out why). Send £1 and a
large SAE to Harpies & Quines, Box 7/3, PO Box
543, Glasgow G4 QLY, Scotland.
Y Some Riot Grrrl contacts which we forgot to
put in last time: Riot Grrrl Leeds/Bradford, Box 14,
52 Call Lane, Leeds LS1 6DT; Riot Grrrl London,
c/o Box XX, Ceased to Exist, 83 Clerkenwell Rd,
London EC1 (ask them to link you up with other
grrrls in your area); Riot Grrrl (WA), PO Box 782,
Olympia, WA 98507, USA.
V Slug & Lettuce is a fanzine produced by a girl
called Christine in New York. Not really riot gnl, but
I'm putting it here anyway. Loads of reviews of
fanzines 8 punk bands, mostly USA but some
other stuff, a few people's thoughts (I liked
Christine's ramble the best) and one useful tip for
cat owners, though this is the only mention I could
find of furry critters. Available free from Active
Distribution, BM Active, London WC1N 3X)(, if you
send them a large SASE.

Bored? Exxtremist? Split up with your loved one(s)? Bad Attitude
needs you!

Yes, it's hard to imagine, but behind the dynamic, chortle-packed,
hard-hitting Bad Attitude, lurks an exhausted collective, ready to
explode (or is it implode? we're not quite sure) with hard-w0rked-
ness. In fact, if we don't get some committed new Baddies urgently,
this paper could soon be no more. (sniffle)

So don't be shy. Bad Attitude can cater for all levels of spare time
and all levels of skill (none at all is no problem). Pick up your
pens/telephoneslfeet and get in touch. We'll send you the relevant appli-
cation forms...no, only kidding - just pleeeeease come and help!

love, the Baddies.

'0 Older Feminists Network's latest newsletter is
out now! Subscribe: £5 for 6 issues or £3 concs,
cheques payable to Older Feminists Network and
sent to: Astra, 54 Gordon Rd, London N3 1EP, tel:
081 346 1900. Their meetings are second Sat of
the month 11am-5pm at Millman St Community
Centre, 34-36 Alleyway, Millman St, London WC1.
Bring lunch to share. All older women welcome!
0 We've just been sent the first ever Fat News -
celebrating fat women! A bargain £1 for 4
issues from: Fat Women's Group,-0%‘)
Wesley Hse, Wild Court, London
WC2B SAU. They meet at
Wesley House on the 1st
Weds of every month. ...
Meetings fully accessible &
creche can be organised, &
they are a fat-women only
space. It's still a new group
so go & get involved!
Q Children's Party: face
painting, jumble sale, enter-
tainers, live African music,
conscious rap, mask making,
cakes, fruit juices. Sat July 3rd,
12-6pm, at Ground Floor, Unit 9, ans
Wanivick House, Angel Town Estate,
Overton Rd, Brixton SW9. Admission: a dona-
tion. Organised by the Orville Blackwood
Community Campaign - come & support them!
9 Work It: The women have taken over Heaven!
Yes, phenomenally succesful the last time, the
club is back. The date to mark in your diaries is
Monday July 19. From 10 til 3, under the arches,
Villiers St, Chafing Cross. £4/£5 - women only.
Q Women's Health Information Day Thurs 24th
June, 11am-4pm, to provide info about alternative
health therapies. At: The Thomas Carlton Centre,
Alpha St, Peckham, SE15. Particular workshops
for disabled women, ethnic minority women,
women with learning difficulties, older women &
women who have/had mental health problems. For
info contact: Julie Lomax: 071 252 3010.
1': LAGER = Lesbian 81 Gay Employment
Rights. Challenges all forms of discrimination
faced by lesbians at work or looking for work.
Offers practical help, support & advice. Black les-
bians can have their problem dealt with by the
black lesbian worker. Minicom now installed: 081
983 0696. St Margaret's Hse, 21 Old Ford Rd,
London E2 9PL, tel: 081 983 0694 (lesbians only)
or 081 983 0696 (general).
0 The Feminist Archive houses national & inter-
national feminist material: all kinds of things:
photos, books, records, badges etc. They need
volunteers & funds! Become a Friend of the
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Feminist Archive & get their newsletter, only £5
from Feminst Archive, Trinity Rd Library, Trinity Rd,
St Philips, Bristol BS2 0NW, tel: 0272 350025.
Phone for opening times!
0 Lesbian survivors of incest group: new
group for lesbians who have been emotionally,
sexually or physically abused in a lesbian relation-
ship. Meets at West Hampstead Women's Centre,
55 Hernstal Rd, NW6 2AD, 6.30-8pm, phone Jean

Cross for details‘ 071 328 7389
IQ Microsyster is a feminist collec-

live providing computer consul-
tancy, training & support to

i 3 Q women's groups & women in
O the voluntary sector in

London! They're looking for
new voluntary collective
members. Contact at
Wesley Hse, Wild Court,
London WC2B SAU, tel:
D71 430 0655.

e Women's Housing
Advice In London Ever had

% housing trouble‘? I'd like to
QG)3$@O0%

‘mm meet the woman who hasn't...
Contact: Women's Link, 57 Great

Russell St, London WC1 B 3BD, tel: 071
430 1524.
it Lesbian Response is a group of lesbians!
zamies, black 8 white &'from different cultural 8
class backgrounds, who are challenging violence
aginst women, by men or women, including S/M,
emotional & physical abuse 81 intimidation. They
believe that S/M in the lesbian community, whether
publicly displayed or kept behind closed doors
does have a political consequence on all lesbians's
lives. Contact c/o Sisterwrite, 190 Upper St,
London N1.

omen Only 8&8 ‘The
Retreat’ close to sea #12115
per woman per night. Herne
Bay, Kent. Tel: 0227 363740
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dectrtctaris 071/274 387
Carjientus 071/738 7559*
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gin -i June Timeii
%ggfn»'o1'kers rejec-

ted an offer V,
which would cut pay 5 “I
by 5l_)fl"i.l; with :1 wage
freeze. cuts in
bontises and coin-. I- i- ti I

puny cont1'ibutions, --___ 8 6 [1
sick pay. scrapping
canteen subsidies. The company wanted to
pick and choose workers to re-hire - subject
to :1 "skill assessment" test. Sacked workers.
niainlv women who'd worked there for
yczirs, would be given the kiss-off with a
grand. {£5-l‘ll'_l redundancy payment. Union
leaders had led the company to believe that
the offer would be accepted. But the
woi*ke1's' mass meeting knocked the "offer"
in the head after only 55 minutes.

Since 545 workers were sacked and
replaced by scabs in :1 dispute over redundan-
cies and pay cuts 15 February. the struggle at
Tiine:v- has grown, generating lots of solidarity
and awful puns (OK we're guilty too, we just
couldn't help it though we tried to watch our-
selves! see BA issue 5). Defying both the law
and the union brass the Timex strikers held
mass pickets, bringing supporters from all
over Scotland and beyond. On 17 May 5000
came, with 'l1,l§l0tji supporters marching
through Dundee afterwards. The scabs were
brought in one and a half hours earlier at
o:'>l)a1n, but by Tam the picket had grown so
big the place was blockaded until noon.

ill-"lien police tried getting in supervisors
and admin, the crowtl started pushing and
prevented them from entering. 58 people got
nicked. A couple days after the picket two
more were arrested and charged with incite-
ment to riot. Police raided their houses and
took away documents. A defense campaign
has been formed to support them and others
arrested at Times pickets.

The determination and militance of the
strike has had a positivggiimpact on other
Dundee workplaces wltcdbelsimilar disputes
limfe been simmering. At ABB Nitran, the
company, had intended to make 60 people
redundant - but backed off at opposition
because they didn't want another Timex on
their hands!

\lv'orkers at local firms have held half or
one-day strikes in support. Postal workers
refuse to deliver mail to Timeit, except to the
picket line. Supporters have picketed a hotel
in Dundee which put up scabs, boycotted the
taxi firm that was was bringing them in. The
Dundee Timex Support group has been
leafletting benefit offices urging claimants not
to accept jobs at TiI11EX. jewellers who sell
Timex watches have been picketed. In
responsetopressureafewfirmshavepulled ' 5, RR 'L-___—I-----------F-'F""""-'—-"-"'-'-"'-'___
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out of Timer: contracts.
Strikers George and Lorna emphasized at a

meeting in Edinburgh (5 June) "\)t'e'1"e not just
fighting for ourselves, when we win. you all
win." As others take up this struggle in their
own workplaces and communities, the strike
starts to go beyond the boundaries of one
industrial dispute between 5-1;! workers and
Timex Corporation, to all out class confronta-

maybe...) And women workers
are at the centre of it - historically used in
electronics and micro-assembly because they
are thought to be passive, so suitable for
repetitive and detailed work But the bastards
were sitting on top of a time bomb... '

The union leaders have little interest in
explosions of working class rebellion, sur-
prise! surprise! The AEEU has threatened
workers with expulsion and loss of strike pay
if they step out of line, and that's typical. It
was stressed that the workers themselves and
the strike committee run this dispute. and
they'll carry on even if the union backs off. "If
the union stopped our strike pay we'd still
survive and» car-ry on... We don't need a
union, we'd rather be a union ourselves. If we
went with the AEUU we'd only be standing
with six pickets, obeying the law and getting
nowhere." I _

Strikers and supporters intend to pressure
suppliers and retailers in Germany, Denmark,
and the USA. "There's a Ratners and Samuel's
in every town, so there should be pickets in
every town and a support committee." They
will try to force councils not to renew. con-
tracts with IBM, which use Timex circuitry.
Danish workers have been boycotting the use
of Timex products at Olsen Hi-Fi There’s
been a picket of Fred Olsen's offices in
Norway, and plans to picket world headquar-
ters in Connecticut, USA.

Therell be demonstration 19]un'e,'iwl1ich is
expected to be the biggest yet in Dundee. On
11 June there will be a women's and chil-
dren's carnival held at the COII1p£1I1§;_ gates,
with music and stalls.

For more information contact: Tiinex Strike
Committee, cfo AEEU, 2 Union St, Dundee
(111582-22-'i(l6r'22710) and Timex Strikers‘
Picket, Harrison Rd, Dundee. Mass pickets
every Monday from 7am. i

' --Ii"

incc IS _]une_ 1!) Black v.='orke1's. most. of
[them Asian women. at Burnsall Ltd, a
metal finishing company in Smetliwick,

Wt-.=st Midlands liave been on strike for union
recognition. equal pay and basic health and
1-ii.-lft‘lY at work. Like iiiany other black workers
across the country. workers at Burnsalls were
facing working conditions which damaged
their health, low wages. arbitrary demands for
overtime and constant. liarassment from the
man:.-igement. One year later, the workers are
deterrnined to continue the struggle till tlieir
demands are met.

On Tuesday 25 May. the strikers were
attacked by three white scab workers from he
factory. One of them. wielding a knife. stabbed
striker Kuldip Dhaliwal in the hand, seriously
injuring him. As a result of this attack he is
likely to lose the use of his thumb and index
finger. The attack was clearly pre-planned -
one of the attackers had only started work in
the factory that same day. and had been tl1reat-
ening the workers throughout the day. Despite
this the police have charged one of the strikers.
who was trying t.o prevent. a member of the
support group from being assaulted with a
weapon, with wounding and affray under spec-
tion 18 of the Public Order Act. This is an
extremely serious charge which can carry a
maximum sentence of life imprisonment. The
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police l1;.1‘i'1:'." also arrestecl rwo of t,he scabs, but
it is not yet. known what they be charged
witli. Once again the police are lltii. crimi-
nalise black people when they defend l.l1i;t11—
selves against attack. The se1'iot1sngss.¢-tit‘ the
charge against the striker also sliows ifliefestent
to which the police are cooperating ivi-thfilie
fzictoiys owners in trying to destroy the strike.

On June 15 there will be a mass presence on
the picket line at Burnsall's to mark the
zimiiversaiy of the strike. With speakers, music.
poetry... From lpm onwards.

On fird July there will be a national demon-
stration in Birmingham to m;.irk the llici the
strike has been going on for a year. In this
political climate where unions are constantly
under attack. when anti-union legislation lias
made it difficult to organise within the union, it
is only with eveiyoncis suppon that this strike
can be won. This is the only strike of black
workers at the moment. This struggle being
fought at the lowest. (paid?) level of industry.
where Asian women are at the forefront is cru-
cial for everyone. No only is it :1 resistance to
the daily work conditions faced by black
woi'kers. ii. is also a struggle challenging the
economic systems clespeiate attempts to con-
tinue to make profits under the current reces-
-'5i0f1- Deiililfi fitiriiseill riti"i.i-.t.-i""s i1"itj|)}IiOi"i
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Well, did you like it? Then you must
have an attitude problem! ‘-S "

II you subscribe you will We-,~sure' of
getting your bi-monthly dose of"healthy
negativity as well: as getting Bad
Attitude at even better value for money.
And you'll be supporting Bad Attitude,

I‘ "‘ " " " "" "' -. " " 'Tick the boxes which apply to "you:

I'm sending you a do it tle_n of
'0 to help pay the print bill

| I'm taking out a subscription to get my
| own Bad Attitude (1 year, 6 issues)
|El individual 6 te £5.00
‘El supporting ubeerlptlon £10.00
|(this will make you a friend of Bad
|Attitude 8: we will invite you to our
| wild parties)
ilil srwii M
|Cl 0 nl loll rate (unions, colleges,
| etc) £50.00 .t

£15.00
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as well as the overthrow of civilisation
as we know it (yes, now you can do this
with a cheque book). Siniiply fill in the
form below and post it with your ££ to:
Bad Attitude, 121 llallton Bond,
London SE24 OLR, England. Tel: 071
918 9057 _
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U getting involved
U drawing cartoons
Cl taking photos
El selling the paper
D sending news clippings ‘
El translating - which languages(s)? . . .

_2;ii______
Cl helping out in other ways, eg. gett
adverts, putting the paper on tape or.

Of course, if you don't want to out up|
this future collector's item, just write a -|
note in¢.1uding- all of these ‘details - and |
don't forget to say which issue you|
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|lnternatlonal rates, add‘:
| £2 Europe '
| £4 Everywhere else
|Chequesj postal orders] international
I money orders (£ sterling only) payable
I to: Bad Attitude
I .
| I'd like to help by:
ID writing articles] reviews] features
53.130111’,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

want your subscription to start with U

Name
Address

Tel I10 oi
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